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EDIT ORS

"Both Your Houses"
~OR D Y speeches will eloquently deplore the fratricidal warfare which now disrupts
the labor mo ement. nd there is
indeed much to deplore. The
problem of unity, however, is not
merely the re ult of the differences in the per onalitie of the
leader of the oppo. ing camp . It
i a probl m whi h goe beyond a
Green or a Lewi . e hall have
to make much greater progre in
the realization of the ideal of
democracy and in our attitude
toward common labor before we
can hope that the trained and
killed mechanic will look out
from the machine hop upon the
negro ho eling cement, the e ican winging hi pick, and e en
his brother loading the freight
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not without its disrupting effect.
It is distressingly easy to attempt
to solve the division in labor's
house by calling names. The popular success of this thought-saving
solution does not promise that it
will soon be ignored.
The need for the C.I.O. particularly among the unskilled workers is now beyond all doubt. That
it is exposed to communistic influences is inevitable in view of its
history and also because of the
struggle in which it is engaged.
To nullify this influence will require more than the mere shouting of "Communist." It will mean
the rectifying of the wrongs and
injustices of the A.F.L., the discriminations which it permits
against the negro, for example,
and also the elimination by the
industrialists of the oppressions
which made the C.l.0. necessary
and guaranteed its success.
There is much in the contemplation of Labor Day 1939 which
may make it appear to be an especially "blue Monday" for the
friend of labor. The heyday of
labor seem to be pa sing. The
swing is to the right. Anti-labor
legislation is beginning to succeed
and continues to threaten. Again
we are facing the danger that the
abu es of the labor mo ement may
blind us to the good which it has
achie ed during the pa t years.
Let u thi Labor Day ee not
only red, but remember that e en

our divided labor movement holds
much more promise for tomorrow
than the unity which our fascist
groups are extolling.

Chalk Dust
WHILE you are reading this
schoolbells are ringing,
buzzers buzzing, and superintendents are doing what all superintendents do at this time of the
year. Properly, we should assemble
all sorts of statistics, make a dozen
additions and subtractions and
tell you very solemnly that Something Is Wrong With Education
In the United States. But we
thought we'd be utterly different
and say nothing whatsoever about
education except call your attention that school has started again.
This is the place, naturally, for
an ominous note about the baleful
influence of Bernie Bierman and
Benny Goodman and maybe
Thomas Aquinas on education
but what's the use of saying anything. YOU know what's Wrong
with Education.
We thought we'd gi e a pa sing
nod to the history teachers. They
ha e a headache. If they haven't,
they should be ha ing one what
with all the dictators mussing up
countries and tariff . Take Mi
Lucille Mc ally who professes
hi tory in the tlan tic City High
chool. Instead of taking more

I
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history this summer she took up
clay modelling. The first thing
she made was a fierce head of
Adolf Hitler. "I want to make it
(the head) as fierce as I can," she
said quite modestly. "Then I shall
break the head into little pieces."
We have a sneaking notion we'd
like to be taking History 2XV35
this year. We'd soon KNOW how
to get rid of dictators.

Counting a Billion

Q F COURSE you will never do

that but there are other ways
of discovering just how much a
billion is. The thought acquired
new importance when the government issued its statement for
the Fiscal Year ending June 30.
During the preceding twelve
months the government spent
9,250,000,000. The deficit for
the year ending June 30 was
3,580,000,000. That much more
we spent than we took in. Three
billion and five hundred and
eighty million dollars.
ow how much i a billion? It
is a thousand million dollars. But
this figure is beyond the capacity
of the imagination. To understand ju t how much a billion i ,
consider the procession of trucks
that is wending its way ince the
summer of 1938 from the e eral
anhattan
repo itorie in Im er
to the silvcr vaults at est Point.

3

These trucks are loaded with
silver bars, 350 to the load, and
each bar would sell for $430 in the
market and is "worth" $1,290 in
New Deal bookkeeping. We are
not now interested in the accumulation of a billion dollars in silver
for no other purpose (to quote
from a New York Herald-Tribune
editorial) than "to transport it
from four holes in the ground of
Manhattan to one big hole in the
soil of West Point." We are interested in that fascinating figure,
a billion dollars. The amount
will become comprehensible only
when we picture to ourselves the
procession of trucks traveling up
the Hudson with their cargoes of
silver. Imagine a dozen big trucks
making the round trip once a day,
how long would it take to transport a billion dollars? At the
given figure , each truck would
carry 451,500; one day's convoy
of a dozen trucks would art away
nearly 5,500,000. But large as
that um once eemed, it w uld
make hardly a dent upon the total
pile of 1,000,000 bar valued at
1,290,000, 0 . Pr eding day
after day at the ame rate, with no
time out for flat tire , it w uld
require 238 working day t m ve
the whole-about t n m nth.
ow , e ha e a r ugh idea how
m ch a billi n d lla really i .
nd t haul an amount (in
il er) equal t the defi it of last
year from he go ernment ault
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to the banks would require at the
same rate, twenty-seven months,
with hauls of more than five million dollars a day.

Take Your Choice
CONSTANTLY being overlooked by the apologists of
the regimes in Italy, Germany,
and Russia is the submergence of
the individual for the benefit of
the state. We don't care if everyone in Italy or Germany or Russia has a chicken in the garage
and two cars in the pot, we maintain that the soul of Hans Schmidt
or Ivan Dimitri is infinitely more
valuable than the collective or
totalitarian prosperity of a dozen
nations. We have a priceless precedent for such an assertion.
The various dictators and their
satellites make the submergence
of the individual a conscious political credo. Dr. Etienne de Gree£,
Professor of Criminology at the
University of Lou ain, recently
made a tud y of the un uccessful
attempt of the Re i ts to e tabIi h a totalitarian tate in Belgium. The profe sor howed how
the Re i ts attempted to accompli h the per er ion of the community by con tantly repeating
that the ad er ary ha no right to
Ii e and that the end ju tifie the
mean . The Re i t made murderou attack , irculated calum-

nies, and encouraged hatred and
ill-feeling. Thus this completely
perverted group attempted to
force itself upon the community.
The technique for bringing
about a totalitarian regime was
not invented by the Rexists. The
Fascists and the Nazis developed
the fine points. Possibly Machiavelli and Hobbes helped along.
The completed program for action is now being offered to likeminded groups in other countries.
"The tremendous mass demonstrations and the hideous mass
psychoses fostered by the dictators
are all part of a conscious plan
to force the individual to vanish
into a collective being," Dr. de
Gree£ asserts. He also points out
the paradox that the life of
the individual dictator remains
sharply distinct from the collective
drama which he is foisting upon
the nation, 75 per cent of whose
population may have a low mentality and the remaining 25 per
cent may con ist of second rate
personalitie . Whate er mystique
such a movement may have must
be placed on a low enough level
to satisfy the a age in tinct of
the populace.
Lack of pace force us to o erim plif the fa cinating problem
of how a few men are able to
e tabli h a group of men in a
ountry and confer upon that
group an amazing dynamism
, hich i able to weep all life
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before it. We are concerned with
the relation of Church and State
in totalitarian or collectivist regimes as well as in democratic
countries. It is true that Church
and State are two antithetical elements in any civilization. We submit, however, that that form of
government which, passively or
actively, recognizes or at least
tolerates the welfare of the individual above the power and glory
of the state is more to be encouraged than any other form of government. Efficiency, control of
world markets, return of lost colonies does not concern us. We hold
no brief for organized religion
which attempts to coerce the government or compromi e the state.
We do believe that the Church
which i able to de elop the oul
to it highe t potentiality will do
more good for and to a country
than a group of second rate minds
con inced they ha e the power to
offer sal ation through an odiou
political agency.

Billfold Charity
§OME iciou propaganda about
the refug e from Hitler' Germany ha
be n makin
the
round . If it h n't eached our
neighborho d, re t
ur d i , ill
be on our door tep one of the e
morning . Tune of the old refrain
is that o many milli n (if not

I
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millions, then hundreds and hundreds of thousands) of refugees
are flooding the United State . Because of this tidal wave of jobseeking immigrants, self-respecting
American workers and profe sional men and women won't have
any jobs left. The Jews from Germany and Austria, as well as the
Czech Christians, will have gobbled them all up.
The truth of the matter is that
since July 1, 1932 to June 30,
1938, 45,952 German refugees
have entered the United tate .
During the ame period 22,362
Germans have returned to the
Fatherland, pre umably more
enamored with con entration
camp and a muzzled pre than
with the bumbling working
f
democracy. Of all immigration
permitted by our qu ta law during thi i year period a m re
26 per cent of the p rmi tted total
ntered our ountry.
tot I I gal
immigration of o er 900,000 wa
permi ible.
dd to the
fac
that fifty per
nt of tho e admitted wer hildren und r ighteen, marri d , men, and p r n
p t forty-fi e.
ho e refugee , unfortunate ictim of a
n ien I
r gim ,
, ill not di place
erican w rkany of the immigran bet th highly kill d trade
, hich '\!
do n t ha e in the
nit d
ta e .
nother large
group re the intelle uals, cien-

! -
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contains no more truth than the
charge that he is a Communist.
The truth more likely is that he
became a worker on the WPA
only as a last resort, after all possibilities for a livelihood became
exhausted; that he enjoyed a real
measure of prosperity in days gone
by; and that the routine to "certify for relief" did nothing to promote a cheerful outlook on life.
The WP A has afforded him some
work to do to "maintain his selfrespect" but the feeling of being
delinquent persists. The $16.50
weekly supplies the necessities of
life, but leaves little toward unfulfilled obligations and to pay his
debts. And what assurance is there
that even the $16.50 may be
counted on over a period of time,
when Project iXE 2206 expires?
Recognition for conscientious or
meritorious work has not been
heard of in the annals of the
WPA.
Considerations as these produce
much dissatisfaction, irresponsibility, mental and spiritual unrest. Where the fear of God does
Religion for the WPA
not exist, where the les on to call
THE poor always ye have with upon Him in the day of trouble
you" -but not the WP A, and has not been learned, there is a
the WP constitutes a problem pitiable frame of mind, evident
for the Church as well as for the especially among the WP A. Onl
State.
among the genuinely religiou i
In the first place, the notion there peace and contentment.
that the WP worker i a lazy, Some, indeed, have taken to "rehiftle , worthle
fellm , who ligion" with their problem , but
wouldn't take a job if offered one, too often to the emotional e -

tists, teachers, doctors, writers.
Some are manufacturers and business men. We can use these refugees in our country. Some will
establish new businesses, some will
teach and develop new trades,
others will help to make America
the cultural center of the world.
What puzzles and confuses us is
the citizen who rears up and indignantly protests the admittance
of these unfortunates. Frankly, we
have little patience with such an
exhibition of self-interest. When
Americans collectively assert that
the Christian ethic dominates our
political and social order, it is
hypocrisy of the lowest order to
refuse aid. To deny refuge to a
German-Jew scientist or a German-Christian artist desperately
seeking haven is intolerably sadistic. Far from being charitably inclined we seem to let the clamor
of the pocketbook drown out the
still small voice which says, "Be
merciful."

l
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cesses of the "Holiness" groups.
And an altogether disproportionate number of pay-checks are being cashed by the bartender.
That the noble purposes of the
WPA have not been realized more
fully is the problem of the State,
the concern of the Church has to
do with the spiritual well-being of
the millions who look to the WP A
for the needs of this life. The
Church's problem is to see to it
that the souls on the WP A are not
lost. Her problem is the religion,
the Christianity, of the WP A.
What the WP A needs is something to dispel the inclination
toward failure and futility, a
meaning to life, a faith that rises
above the ordinary experiences of
this life, a feeling of gratitude, and
of service, religion, Christianity.
This the Church can do for WP A.

Knowing and Doing
AT THE recent meeting of the
American
ociation for the
Ad ancement of ience in Milwaukee, Dr.
ictor G. Heiser
pointed out that "in the past the
e traordinary ucce of medicine
in liberating man fr m the pe tilen tial di ea e ha been a hie ed
largely in the field of en ironmental sanitation, no reat change
being required in man' per onal
habits." o it has been, for e ample, with t phoid fe er, chol-

I
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era, plague, smallpox, and diphtheria. But no such approach is
possible with the "degenerative"
organic diseases of middle age and
advancing years. Here, Dr. Heiser
showed, only a thorough-going
change of men's habits, e pecially
of eating, will bring results, and
whether men will be willing to
make such changes, even though
life and well-being are involved, he
regards as doubtful. Are not many
laying up years of ill health and
mi ery for themselves by neglecting so simple a thing as the drinking of enough water? Are not
many Orientals still dying of beriberi when the simple expedient of
eating their rice unpoli hed would
remove all danger of the disea e?
There is no necessary conne tion
between knowing and doing. In
despite of knowledge and reason
the majority of men live lipshod,
improvident, and fooli h live,
both a regard thi wo Id and
that which is to be.

A Problem

8
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health because they cannot afford
enough of it. What a pity! It is
easy, under the circumstances, to
inveigh bitterly against the greed
and hardheartedness of men or the
inhumanity of our whole economic system. But who will apportion the blame, if blame there
be? Shall one condemn the growers for not paying more for the
picking than the fruit will bring?
Or the packers for not canning
more than they could possibly
sell? Or the railroads for not furnishing free refrigerator cars to
move the fresh product (when
the railroads, as it is, are operating at a loss)? Or the government
for not having machinery set up
to take care of any perishable surplus at any place and time where
it may appear? On what farm or
in what home garden is there not
some unavoidable waste of surplus products? Our system of food
di tribution is a marvelous thing
even though it cannot do every•
thing that one might wi h.

Polls and More Polls

Q F THE taking of polls

there
is literally no end. In fact,
thi method of gauging public
opinion ha become more popular than e er in recent m nths.
Dr. George Gallup and other
ath r r and pur e ors of tati ti
eem to be doing a landoffice

business. The words, the deeds,
and the antics of such magnificoes
as Adolf Hitler, Sir Neville Chamberlain, Paul V. McNutt, Benito
Mussolini, and Tony Galento
have added much fuel to the lustily flickering flames. Then, too,
there are two tremendously important political conventions in
the offing.
So far, literature and the arts
appear to have escaped the nationwide mania for polls and rumors
of polls-polls that are effusively
publicized and concerning which
it is asserted that they are conducted with truly remarkable precision. But we dare not be too
optimistic about the immediate
future. At any moment, the specialists are likely to descend upon
us with questions like "Do you
think that Harold Bell Wright's
novels will outlive the journalistic
achievements of Mrs. Franklin D.
Roosevelt?" or "Do you consider
the mystery thrillers of Agatha
Christie a more beneficial contribution to our cultural well-being
than John Steinbeck's The Grapes
of Wrath?" or "Will Edna Ferber, Dorothy Dix, Benny Goodman, and Louella 0. Parson be
dead i sues long before Sinclair
Lewis, Cab Calloway, and the collected tate paper of the late
Huey P. Long cea e to kick up
du t?"
Who can tell? Is it al together
beyond the boun of reason to

'
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suspect that, sooner or later, we
shall learn as a result of far-flung
and scientifically managed polls
that eighty-seven and four tenths
per cent of all persons consulted
declared that a diet of hamburgers
with plenty of catsup makes for
the writing of better lyric poetry
than the consumption of fried
chicken, Southern style; or that
t~les about prim and precise soc1~ty folk deal more insidiously
with the digestive tract than stories in which there are tough guys
who never get a scratch even when
they climb thorn trees with a
porcupine under one arm and a
wildcat under the other? In fact,
we may discover before long that
the Merry Widow Waltz is more
likely to appease Herr Hitler than
Umbrella Man.
Yes, our experts have barely
scratched the surface of the wonderfully efficacious poll-system.
Soon, perhaps, weighty and knotty
proble~ that have a way of eludmg us hke greased pigs will be
solved once and for all by the
comp~ratively simple procedure
of takmg a ote and computing a
percentage.

9

Still Waiting
It is time for the current issue
of ~HE CRESSET to go to press.
Until the last minute we have
saved this space, waiting for further developments in Europe. At
present writing all is confus10n. Apparently the torn continent is again heading for a crisis,
but no one seems to know when or
where. Most observers seem to
agree that Hitler will postpone
definite action until after the Nazi
Congress at N iirnberg, September
2-11. It seems to be quite clear that
the crux of the matter lies hidden
in Hitler's mind. If he believes
that he can get Danzig-and
eventually the Polish corridorwithout war, the crisis will come
within the next two weeks. If he
thinks that France and Russia
will be able to strengthen the tottering Briti h empire, he will not
dare to make war against that
combination. 0£ cour e, the po sibility of a Blitzkrieg i alway
imminent. Certain it i that eldom in the hi tory of man ha
there been greater need in e ery
Christian heart everywhere t
storm the gates of h aven in
united prayer for peace.

t?e

♦

1. The Church and the world
must always be in sharp and uncomprising opposition.... Someone recently accused us of seeing
the Church as a part of society.
. . . That is nonsense .... A perennial state of tension between the
Church and the world is of the
very essence of the Kingdom of
God. . . . The world stands continuously at the bar of the Church .
. . . The Church is the critic of the
world. . . . Despite evasive voices
to the contrary, there is no such
thing as an amoral society. . . .
Society and the world must either
be moral or immoral. . . . Since
By 0. P. KRETZMANN
they cannot be moral without lis"All the trumpets sounded tening to the voice of God, an age
for him on the other side" which is marked by long and tragic
forgetfulness of God must be imPILGRIM'S PROGRESS
moral. ... Divine laws extend to
every area of human life-governmen t, the social order, the ecoTomorrow and Tomorrow
nomic system, the entire structure
chorus of protest is rising of human society.... To hide this
again-both in volume and truth and re ponsibility behind
in tone .... The approach of this vague abstractions is to forget one
column to the problems of twen- of the purpo es of the Church
tieth century living i "too pe si- Militant here upon earth.... Esentially, only the Church and the
mi tic." "Why wear dark gla ses
continuously and exclu i ely?" members of the Church, who walk
" re you sure the world i only a in eternal light, can di tingui h
ruined choir?" "The Pilgrim is good from evil. ... To whorn hall
morbid, one-sided, jaundiced." the Law be preached if not to
That ha happened before .... It tho e who in? ...
will happen again. . . . few , ord ,
ince there are ariou , ay of
if not in defen e, at lea t in e - achieving the Good in ocial, ecoplanation .... Three fundamental nomic, and political matter, it
the es ... .
follow that the Church cannot ad-

The
PILGRIM

THE
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vocate one particular way of
achieving the good life.... It can
and must, however, constantly cry
out against evil. ... On the afternoon of Ascension Day Tiberius
was still emperor of the Roman
Empire, Pilate was still governor
of Judea, and Herod was still on
his throne. . . . The world had
changed nevertheless.... A young
man whose name was Saul was preparing to tumble the throne of
Tiberius .... A fisherman from the
Lake of Galilee was ready to make
the way of future Herods and Pilates more difficult .... Three hundred years later the Church had
accomplished its function for that
age .... As long as we conceive this
to be one of the functions of the
Church, we cannot but cry out
against a world which is rushing
madly away from God ....
2. Seldom during the past two
thousand years has the world come
so clearly and obviously upon days
of the yellow leaf.... The perennial state of tension has become
acute.... We are entering upon
an age of either-or.... I cannot
be at peace when millions in India and China ha e not yet heard
the name of Chri t .... I cannot be
at re t a long as bums are et on
We t Madi on Street by those who
trample on the blood drop of humanity.... I cannot be happy as
long as m n tum away from the
Church in loud or quiet bitterne s
becau e e ha e failed them in an

11

hour of need .... I cannot be content to see Christians acquiesce in
the philosophy of the rattling
sword and the doctrine that might
is right. . . . I cannot substitute
gold for human flesh and blood,
lying for truth, and dishonor for
honor.... It is a prodigal world
and it is time for us to say so ....
The hour of the husks has come.
... It seems to be the ta k of this
generation to make that perfectly
clear by sharp, relentless, and persistent criticism of the way of the
world. . . . The prodigal will return only when the application of
the divine law has brought him to
the realization that he and the
swine are eating the same food ... .
3. All this is pessimi tic.... I
know that. . . . It is, however, a
provisional pes imism. . . . The
Christian philosophy of life in the
twentieth century mu t be mark d
both by temporary pe imi m and
final optimism. . . . Finally, of
cour e, there can be no defeat f r
God and Hi Church.. . . or the
Church and the indi idual hri tian mind thi is a time f loud
crying and still waiting. . . .
Even more certain than the f t
that the world has c me up n d rk
day i the fa t that th I t t m rrow will be b tter than all u
ye terday ....
I know, to , that th r i n
al ation for the
ial r r ....
hri t did not die for
rmany,
France, ngland, and Italy . . . .
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Nor for Bethlehem Steel, Ford Motor Company, or the United States
Government .... He did, however,
die-and this must be said over and
over again-for the men who stand
behind these convenient abstractions. . . . Each and every one of
them is a child of God, real or
potential. ... To them the Church
has much to say.... The grace of
God is still strange, universal, and
mightier than armies ....
So: Unless I am persuaded otherwise, I must continue to be pessimistic about today and optimistic
about tomorrow.... The Church
must continue to place the will of
God beside the will of men until
the hearts of men are tortured by
the difference .... In our day, and
perhaps in all days to come, life is
fighting and listening.... Fighting
the powers of darkness and listening for the still, small voice in
which God was, is, and shall be .
. . . Perhaps the following lines say
everything:
"In the crimson of the morning, in the
whiteness of the noon,
In the amber glory of the day' retreat,
In the midnight, robed in darknes ,
of the gleaming of the moon,
I Ii ten for the coming of Hi feet.
I have heard Hi weary foot teps on
the sand of Galilee,
On the temple's marble pa ement,
on the treet,
om with" ight of orrow, faltering
up the lope of Cal ary,

The sorrow of the coming of His
feet.
Down the minster-aisles of splendor,
from betwixt the cherubim,
Through the wondering throng,
with motion strong and fleet,
Sounds his victor tread, approaching
with a music far and dimThe music of the coming of His feet.
Sandled not with sheen of silver, girdled not with woven gold,
Weighted not with shimmering
gems and odors sweet,
But white-winged and shod with glory
in the Tabor-light of oldThe glory of the coming of His feet.
He is coming, 0 my spirit, with His
everlasting peace,
With His blessedness immortal and
complete,
He is coming, 0 my spirit, and His
coming brings release.
I listen for the coming of His feet."

By the Way

BY THIS time ever one who is

e en remotely intere ted in the
thought of the t\ entieth century
ha noticed the amazing return to
medie ali m , hich ha marked the
fourth decade of the century....
In architecture, in mu ic, in liturgy, and abo e all, in philo ophy,
there i a definite re i al of intere t in thing medie al. ... Initiated b Roman atholic philo Opher and aided by uch
gloatholic fellm -tra elers as R alph

'
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Adams Cram, the movement has
acquired considerable momentum.
... Some of it is entirely understandable. . . . It is possible for
man to be loyal to a system, to an
idea, or to a person .... For several hundred years the world has
attempted to be loyal to certain
ideas and ideals which were either
the product of the Renaissance or
by-products of the Reformation .
. . . Many of these have now broken
down and man is returning to the
simple, more primitive loyalty of
the feudal system-the loyalty to a
person . . . . It is the day of the
dictator and the "Fuehrer." . . .
The loyal ties of men are becoming
deep, dark, and blind. . . . It remains for the Church to point out
that the highest and last loyalty
is the believing loyalty to Him
Who was obedient unto death ....
But I was talking about the return to medievalism. . . . One of
the most remarkable manifestations of the movement is the school
of philosophy known as N co-Thomism .... Apparently Thomas
Aquinas has a good deal to say to
the modern world. . . . April of
this year saw the appearance of a
new quarterly " Th e Thomist,"
edited by the Dominican Father.
. . . It promise to exert a tremendous influence on all students of
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philosophy. More about that at
some later date ....
Random House publishes a
beautiful volume containing the
poetry and prose of Wm. Blake.
. . . Probably the strangest and
most exotic figure in the history of
English literature .... Proper reading for hot nights when there is
something feverish and fantastic
in the air ....
"And the Two that escaped were the
Emanation of Los & his
Spectre; for where ever the Emanation goes; the Spectre
Attends her as her Guard, & Los's
Emanation is named
Emitharmon, & his Spectre is named
U rthona; they knew
Not where to flee: they had been on
a visit to Albion's Children,
And they strove to weave a Shadow of
the Emanation
To hide themselves, weeping & lamenting for the Vegetation
Of Albion's Children, fleeing thr '
Albion's vales in streams of gore."

And yet. . .. One an forgive
almo t an thing in the man h
wrote the line :
"When the tars threw down their
spears
nd water d heaven , ith th ir
tears."

"What is Truth?" said jesting Pilate-and
washed his hands-but the problem remains-

ON BEING RIGHT
By

RICHARD R. CAEMMERER

B

EING a father has its
points. There 1s considerable profit, albeit of a disturbing variety, in pondering the
ways of a little boy. The homunculus is an apt cross-section of behavior. Without the overlay of
amenity and cant, he shows us
what we are.
Behold him in the throes of being crossed. His know ledge, his
judgment, have been called into
question. Great woe fills his soul.
The wider implication~ of the
conflict are forgotten. The practical ends of the controversy are
of no moment. But one flaming
fact sears even to the horizon of
his thought: "I tell you, I'm
right!"
What shall we do with him?
Spank him? We cannot be merely
provoked. Argue with him? How
can we when he is right? Laugh
at him? Of course; but that will
not add to his peace of mindor to ours. It just ha to wear off
-that surging conviction of right-
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ness that makes everything else so
miserably wrong.
Which may, or may not, introduce you to a bit of meditation on
the ways of men in general. Being
right has always been one of the
principal sports of man. Of the
indoor aspects, you run across
such phenomena as scholasticism
and humanism; diplomacy and
science; the hot-stove league and
the arm-chair coach. The outdoor
manifestations embrace-anything
beside war? Suspiciously like the
small boy with eyes brimming and
fists clenching, men have gone to
arms and cried, "I tell you, I'm
right!"
What does it mean to be right?
Knowing just how things are, you
say. But hold. Being right and
knowing the truth are not always
synonymous. Being right is more
often knowing the truth with a
chip on your shoulder. Rationalizing our behavior, we love to go
sentimental and a ume that our
propagandi tic attitudes in being
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right, our eagerness to advance
our status of rightness over into
our environment, are altruistic.
We want others to be right, too.
Rightness is such a good thing!
In case you do not identify your
way of being right in this pattern,
let us admit at once that there are
men for whom truth is a static
thing, static in the sense that
when you have it, it is enough. We
might call them the scholastics.
For them the aim of life is the
apprehension and the explication
of truth. The emotional forces of
life are spent in the joy of simply
listing, scheduling, the phrases of
truth. There you find your dialecticians, your sententiasts. With
them the question is not being
right-they live in a world where
dispute is only artificial, a tilting
with synthetic windmills-but in
being right to the nth degree.
With them the joy of truth lies
in the clarity with which they
have discerned what truth is not.
But there lies the end of the road.
ot without design has the scholastic often called the goal of his
research a summa. It i a peak of
truth, one whittled out to a fine
point, above which you do not go,
but where, having attained it, you
are infinitely removed from the
other summits of verity.

Truth and Truths
Shall we be right with the cholastic? But few of us will e er, in
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our day of material things, in our
haste and superficiality, even be
tempted to do so. But if we
should, we shall find that such
rightness has its shortcomings. For
truth is more than a jewel to excavate, to wash, to polish, to grind
into facets-and then merely lock
away. Furthermore, truth is a
mosaic of many truths, an organism of member truths. Having
a truth, we may have the joy of
acquisition; but still we are poor.
Truth is gleaned from many fields.
Molded in the crucible which is a
man, truth is heated by faggots
brought from far. Truth is relative. Men have misconstrued this
to mean that one can never find
truth. Not so; but truth is itself
only in proportion to its integration with all of life. Truth mu t
glow in the light of all of wi dom.
Truth must serve. "I tell you, I'm
rightl "-that i a puny bleat, if it
seeks sati faction and safety only
in this, that a thing is o.
Let us admit that for the average one of us, being right involves
the de ire that the next man be
right, too. Because it i good £ r
him? Is there not a bit of th
counterfeit in this a umption? If
being right mean , mo tly, that
ou want omeone else to be right,
then that "rightne " mu t imply
the ne t man's de ire for hi environment to be right, and
n
ad infinitum. It is not he ontent
of the rightne , the truth i If,
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that is bothering us and making
us want the next fellow to adopt
it-I am speaking of nature in the
raw-but it is the being right. We
want the other fellow to knuckle
under. Having made him do so,
we might expect him to react in
the same way to his world in turn.
Psychologists will tussle with
this problem. The old functionalist will say: "But surely, emotion is an inevitable ingredient of
all thought. We do not think
nude, but we think with an accompaniment of warmth, desire,
fl.air." Which is little more than
an observation of facts.-The behaviorist will state that it is a
reflex of human living to extend
one's attitudes over the environment, to enforce them upon the
next man; this is the accompanying awareness of the underlying
defense situation of the human
animal, in which offense is the
best defense, etc. This is pure
fantasy, but has the virtue of facing, hone tly, the fact that being
right i essentially an ultra-selfi h
pastime. - The organicist will
probe into the need of adjustment
of man to the widest possible aspects of life, in olving not merely
the need of a imilating fact, but
of being smoothly integrated with
the factor of exi tence of which
, ord are but formulation , ymptoms. Truth are" ords· but being
right i a Ii£ proce directed at
the ou ide, and ordinaril in a

manner designed to preserve that
over-balance, that hyper-emphasis,
on the person's self which is requisite for life and struggle.

Humanism
The historian has seen the pastime of being right raging down
the ages like a typhoon, levelling
philosophies and kingdoms and
contentments. Like a pendulum,
fashions of thought have swung
from the way of the scholastic to
the way of the man at the other
pole, the humanist-like wave motion, to use Paulsen's figure, with
its crests foaming over, in the literature of revolt, into announcements of change. The average man
is a humanist. Also the humanist,
if he is habituated to the apparatus of learning and culture, delights in the explication of truth,
in the recapture of fact. But his
emotional horsepower pulls on
the outside. It becomes of first
importance to him that man
should feel as he does; that man
should know how he feels. Hence
his emphasis not only on words,
the carriers of truth, but on st le,
the cocoon of feeling. The humanist i the egoi t. It seems selfevident to him that his fellowman is intensely concerned with
his own feelings and attitudes. He
i una hamed to re eal hi soul;
na , it is his busine , that i hi
ervice to the orld. He i impatient , i th an lack of under-
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standing for the refinements of
feeling, the niceties of expression,
which are the bulk of his intellectual life. The humanist is a
poet even in prose. Many of the
unpleasantnesses of life are due
to the fact that the vulgar humanist-the average man without
the capacity for self-expressionis bewildered at the lack of understanding of his fellow-man over
against the life within him. We
call him a bore, an opinionated
ass. Had he better words, we
would call him a poet. The scholastic is only by accident a poet,
namely when his words have by
chance mirrored the joy of the
chase in defining truth; a poetry
akin to the radiance of wellrubbed pewter or copper in some
homely utensil.
Most men are incapable of seeing themselves as egotists. They
are unaware of the extent to
which they fill out the horizon of
their own thinking. They cannot
weigh, or even imagine, validity of
thinking or fact counter to their
own; the ether of their mental
world has crowded out all other.
Being humani ts, they cannot under tand that their own mental
world is not of intere t to the outide. Any imputation of small
worth, of meager in tere t, to their
oul-life arou e pique. The great
humani t of hi tory ere exacting in their dictatorship. Petrarch
and Erasmu were of co mic im-
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portance to the poets of their age
because these poets accepted their
whims, their sense of beauty and
form, as important; that they unearthed the old beauty was of
minor moment. These poets, in
turn, exacted the same homage,
spewing spite over burgher or
scholar, in the modern phrase of
despotism, too dumb to understand.
Propaganda operating on the
basis of inflation of the ego is thu
perfectly adopted to it nd. The
modern dictator, upreme exemplar of the filling out of a mental
horizon by self, gains his end by
identifying his parti an with himself. The crasser the expr ion of
his own rightness, hi own gotism, the more whole-souled and
emotionally ebullient the allegiance of the parti an. The dictator is reducing mental life to the
simple t terms, shrinking mental
effort into life' lea t comm n denominator, the ego.
To be right with the will t
dominate a a p r n, i n t
enough. It ha ,
en ti ally, n thing to do with truth at all. "I t 11
you, I'm right I" - th t
pr
the opini n, that it i in k pin
with the p ak r'
1£- te m that
the hear r
nf rm t him. he
elf-e teem i th thin .
then, i them
truth-a er i n.
be like u , b au e it ma
u
f el bad if th y are n t lik u .

.
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of scholastic embalming of docThe scholastic and the human- trine have revealed gross deficienistic way of being right are thus cies. Much dogmatizing and
Scylla and Charybdis. But the preaching and polemic has been
golden mean is not the way of projected from a desire to make
escape. It will not do to view truth the dissident agree-for the sake
less respectfully, to be blase and of the projector. Much contendsophomoric. Truth is vital. It will ing for the faith has arisen out of
not do only mildly and coolly to a lusty joy in contention. Much
project one's idealism into the defining of truth has ended with
world round about. Either we the definition, wrapped in its
make half-men of ourselves there- mummy-cloths of proof-text and
by, or fill ourselves only half-full antithesis. In a love-starved world,
not just the dogma and evangel of
of the divine fire.
A third course of truth-assertion Christendom, but the motive for
is the Christian philosophy of its pronouncement, must become
truth. This is blatantly propa- more wholly that of love.
But is it not true that this third
gandistic. The Founder said, "For
this cause came I into the world, mode of being right, this passion
that I should bear witness to the for the improvement of the
truth." The peer of the apostles hearer, is the all-pervading ingrecried with holy fervor, "I would dient, a universal, of the Christian
to God that not only thou, but mentality? It must be observed,
al o all that hear me this day, were without intention merely to speak
both almost, and altogether such prettily of the Christian way, that
as I am." But observe closely the this philo ophy of truth absorbs
fundamental difference! The scho- the important qualifications of
lastic glories in truth for the rightne s in any given sy tern.
Rightne s for the intelligent
truth's sake. The humanist propounds truth for the sati faction Christian is not an accident, a
of his ego. The Chri tian advances groove for self-respect. But it is a
truth for the sake of the hearer. gift, and from bo e. To know
" peaking the truth in love" is things as they are i a contributhe Chri tian ideal of being right; tion toward the divine purpo e
and "lo e eeketh not her own." and calling of the Chri tian's
Ordinarily thi principle ha been exi tence. Be it in the field of
applied to the propagation of knowledge, or of beha ior, truth
Chri tian dogma. Right there, it for him i fore er charged with
mu t be aid, centurie of acri- ethical al ue. Hi knov ledge i
moni u per onal contro er or not of the ummit, but of the

A Christian Philosophy

'
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homestead and market place. His
truth is not a hoard; but it bears
dividends through investment in
the realities of life and time.
Rightness for the Christian involves the awareness of more than
self, of everything before self. The
Christian is not a humanist, therefore, in making his own ego the
theme to which others must listen.
But he is a humanist nevertheless.
For his anxiety to touch the heart
of man, and leaven and glorify it,
leads him to infinitely painstaking
choice of his materials and tools.
"Let your speech be alway with
grace, seasoned with salt." Not
only would he have men allow
him to be right; but they are to
find the right a pleasant, an interesting, a compelling good. To
know things clearly, to express
them beautifully-that ideal, the
Eloquenz of the Reformation Age,
remains dominant. All the arts are
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his. All the joys of culture, all
high rapture of human expression, fill his quiver. But he does
not sit lost in contemplation of
his arrows. He shoots them-and
with a desire to make men captive
for a life that is in all things new.
On its face it appears a bootless
undertaking to teach men to be
right. Truth can be discovered,
defined, and publi hed. But learning to be right is a higher di cipline. To remove the false fires
of self-will from the as ertivene s
of man, and to replace them with
Spirit-born warmth of love, i a
program of more than human
definition, to be undertaken with
more than earthly will. The Christian need to review his handling
of the truth without self-deception. But let him take courage
for the kindly insistence with
which he eeks to have men be
right.

Yesterday
'Twas only ye terday,
few bright un ets past;
But, oh, a ye terday
o many e terda ago.
RICHARD

J

JES E

melodies,
hysterical
horted to
too late."
In the

punctuated with the
screams of women, exseek " 'ligion befo' it is
midst of the strains of

Gawd's gonna set dis worl' on fi.ah
Some o' dese days.-

THE

ALEMBIC
By

THEODORE

GRAEBNER

"The world cares little for
anything a man has to utter
that has not previously been
distilled in the alembic of
his life."
HOLLAND, Gold-Foil

~ Chanting in the Black Belt.
Old Uncle Jess' was dangerously
near his allotted "threescore years
and ten," but he still remained a
hardened sinner, untouched by
the pleading and threats of many
revivali ts. For o er forty years he
had been, at each re i al eason,
Ii terall y dragged forward to the
mourners' bench, and there, amid
the tamping of many and sundryclad feet, the noi y clapping of
hand, and plaintive plantation
20

old Uncle Jess' was reminded of
the fact that a flaming pit awaited
the delayed coming of all hardened sinners such as he was. And
then a zealous, perspiring deacon
would bend over the groaning,
gray-haired sinner and urge him
on to louder and more earnest
prayer if he would escape the
yawning gulf.
Pray, sinner, pray, an' <loan yo' be
... ashamed,
Fo' Jesus Chris', de Lam' o' Gawd,
Done written down yo' name.

Some old silver-haired veteran of
many battles around the mourners' bench would, in a high, tremulous voice, offer further encouragement to the aged "seeker" When I was a mourner jes' like you,
I prayed, an' I prayed, till I come
thoo.

For forty years and more these
ame songs had been sung over
old Uncle Jess'. And for forty
year and more Je ' had at each
"big meetin'" moaned and
mourned at the bench to no a ail,
for immediately after each meeting the old man ould slip back
into his former habits. The atur-
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day night following the close of
each revival he could be seen, in
the gathering dusk, with his old
battered banjo slung over his
shoulder, limping along the public highway or a path through the
fields on his way to furnish the
music for the Saturday night plantation frolic. And so for over a
generation young Jess', and then
old Uncle Jess', had kneeled in
the dust at the mourners' bench,
and then had gone and "called
the figures," and played his banjo
at the frolics without having
missed a revival-or a frolic.
Again it was revival night.
Above the stamping, clapping,
and singing an occasional voice
could be heard exhorting the
mourners not to give up, but to
pray, pray, pray. In the perfervid
zeal of the singing, clapping,
stamping band, there soon came
a rhythm, a harmony, smooth to
the eye and melodious to the ear,
forcing many "hallelujahs" and
"glories" from the swaying, groaning, rocking congregation. The
atmosphere in the small building
was freighted with stifling du t and
an alliaceou or hircine odor, it
was hard to tell which it was. The
ingers gave vent to their feeling
either by screaming, jumping, or
violently waving their arm. The
per piration treamed down their
face and oozed through their
outer garments; ome of them, in
their frenzy, , ere foaming at the

I
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mouth, and some of the women
had all but lost their outer clothing, and their hats dangled from
their heads as they swung
and swayed and stamped and
screamed. In the midst of all this
the mourners were exhorted to
pray.
At midnight the pastor of the
church, the Rev. Joseph James,
D.D., joined the singers and led
the songs. With a deep, vibrating
basso he sang:I was seven years a-mournin',

to which the congregation sang the
chorus:When I come out o' de wilderness,
Come out o' de wilderness,
Come out o' de wilderness.

The verse and chorus were repeated several times, and then followed the second ver e and choru .
The second verse was, "Oh, didn't
I shout!" to which the congregation answered with, "When I
come out o' de wilderne s," etc.,
adding to the last line of the
chorus, "Leanin' on de Lawd."
At the repetition of the se ond
ver e old Uncle Je •
gan to
shake a with the ague. I wly
hi old gray head came up from
it bowed po ition, trembling like
an aspen-leaf in the morning
breeze. Hi no tril were di tended, hi eye roll d, and hi
jaw , fie ed , ith foam, work d
as if he ere in the clut he f a
fatal p
uddenly he sp ang

'f
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to his feet and began to jump and
clasp his hands, all the while crying with a loud voice, "Mah soul's
happy! Mah soul's happy!"
These actions and words of old
Uncle Jess' were the signal for
general rejoicing on the part of
the congregation, since the most
hardened sinner in the community had "come thoo at las'," and
they must rejoice with him. Earsplitting screams pierced the air,
benches were over-turned, men
and women hugged each other
and shouted, "Glory to Gawdl
Uncle Jess' done come thool" Eyes
staring straight ahead, he shouted
his way homeward. Limping
toward his old cabin, nestled
among the plum bushes and
blackberry briars, his voice rang
out, in perfect march tempo, on
the stillness of the early morning
breeze, "Glory, glory! Glory, glory,
glory!"

~ The Negro Spiritual. I have
heard the Negro Spirituals, from
which a few samples are given
above, referred to as "nonsense,"
as "childish, if not blasphemous
perversions of Bible history." I
wonder whether this is not another example of criticizing on the
strength of hearsay onl . It is true
that the te t of the egro Spirituals is often a string of childish
repetitions, ometimes a grote que
mi ture of the ridiculous and the
sublime. But how an one can fail

to recognize the deep racial strivings, the revelations of an intense
soul life, voicing their appeal in
the Spirituals, when you actually
hear them sung, passes my comprehension.
The Spiritual is original music
and is the only contribution
which America has made to the
art of song that has in it no element of foreign parentage or of
transplanted tradition.
You must hear the Spiritual
sung in the deep South, let me
say in the Black Belt of Alabama,
to realize the beauty of these negro melodies. I have heard a
chorus of dark Alabama lads and
lassies sing the Lutheran chorale.
They sang these I 7th Century
melodies beautifully, for the simple reason that they cannot sing
otherwise. A Negro chorus is always perfect in pitch and absolutely correct in tempo, and there
are altos and tenors which bring
to the art of chorus singing a
quality that can be achieved by no
white chorus. When they sing
"Come God Creator, Holy Ghost"
and "O Bleeding Head and
Wounded" you will say that you
have never heard these hymn
sung more beautifully. Then the
visitors were asked whether the
would like to hear some Spiritual
-and the chorus was bidden to
sing ome of the old plantation
melodie . The effect , as electrical.
It was as if the fountains of the
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innermost soul life of these boys
and girls had burst forth, and as
if the yearnings of a race, its misery, its fears, its hopes, and its
longings were becoming vocal.
You must hear the students of
Piney Woods College sing, as I
have heard them, in the heart of
Mississippi. And it may be your
good fortune to listen in on a
quartet creating a new spiritual,
the first tenor giving out the text
and with it, as his spirit moved
him, a strain of melody, to which
the other three voices would sup•
ply, tentatively, groping after integration of musical thoughts, a
chord in three-part harmony,
while the tenor would hold with
quick repetitions of the text the
basic melody-and thus with many
pauses, false starts, discords, for
the space of half an hour. I sat
in the auditorium of Greensboro
(N.C.) Immanuel College almost
twenty years ago, listening to the
origin of music thus being composed by four singers without the
aid of piano and with no knowledge of harmony or composition,
and the re ult was cast in the mold
of the Southern Spiritual, rhythm
and harmony like unto no other
music.
We hope to see some day the
creative musical gifts of the egro dedicated to a purer religion,
and expre i e of a more intelligent faith. There i no form of
mu ical art that cannot serve true

I
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religion and I believe there is
none in use today that did not at
one time need to be freed from
grosser elements in order to make
it serve the purpose of worship in
the Church.
~Was this the ~rigin of
gothic? A modern essayist (W. R.
Bowie) discussing The Search for
Beauty explains:
The glory of the age of cathedral
building in Europe was possible because men who had observed the
majesty of the forests dreamed into
their buildings the sturdiness of pillars and the grace of soaring arches
which they had seen in the aisles of
the forest trees and in the upreach
of their branches.

Long ago, Erner on wrote even
more convincingly.
The Gothic church plainly originated in a rude adaptati n of the
forest trees with all th ir b ugh t
a festal or solemn arcade, a the band
about the cleft pillars till indicate
the green withes that tied them.
one can walk in a road ut through
pine woods, without b ing truck, ith
the architectural appearan e o( th
grove, e pecially in winter, when th
barrenne s of all other trees how
the low arch of the axon . In th
woods in a , inter afternoon one " ill
see as readily the origin of the tain d
glass wind w, with whi h the Gothic
cathedrals are ad me , in the col
f the we tern y een thr ugh the
bare and er ing bran he of th £ rest.
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We have here a good case of
the poetical temperament taking
the place of patient historical research. Granted that there is a
similarity between the pillars and
arches of a large gothic church
and the interlacing of bare
branches in a forest, the origin of
gothic had nothing to do with
such imitative strivings.
For the origin of gothic you
must consider the northern climate. Compare the earlier Romanesque style as it prevailed in
southern Europe. In Italy and the
South the Sun is a tyrant; breadth
of shadow must mitigate his force;
the wide eaves, the bold projecting cornice must afford protection
from his burning and direct rays;
there would be a reluctance altogether to abandon those horizon-.
tal lines, which cast a continuous
and unbroken shadow; or to
ascend as it were with the vertical
up into the unslaked depths of
the noonday blaze. The violent
rains would be cast off more freely
by a more flat and level roof at a
plane of slight inclination. Now
consider the climatic conditions of
northern France. Here the steep
ridge wa nece sary which would
cat off the hea y now, which
might lodge and injure the edifice.
o, too, within the church the
Italian had to cool and diminish,
the
orthern would admit and
, elcome, the flooding light. o
much ind ed did the Gothic

Architecture enlarge and multiply
the apertures for light, that in order to restore the solemnity it was
obliged to subdue and sheathe as
it were the glare, at times overpowering, by painted glass. And
thus the magic of the richest coloring was added to the infinitely
diversified forms of the architecture.
And neither intertwining
branches nor the glory of a wintry
sunset had anything to do with it.
May I here confirm what was
said several months ago about the
mistake we are apt to make in
taking the esthetic thrill which we
experience in a fine church for a
token of religious sentiment. I
have just found a book by Reinhold Niebuhr who, commenting
on the Gothic trend, testifies to
his belief that the American mind,
with its usual lack of discrimination, is "confusing the sensual
aesthetic thrill it gets from the
Gothic with religious mysticism."
As for the propriety of housing
a modernistic Christianity in
churche built on traditional
Gothic lines, I am reminded of a
remark by the late Prof. Gerald
Birney Smith, made when the
plan for the new ni er ity of
Chicago Chapel , ere being conidered. He told the committee
with ome ehemence-"We need
no Gothic chapel, for , e ha e no
Gothic religion to put into itl"
He claimed further that the pro-
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phetic voice grown hoarse crying
in the wilderness would sound a
bit raucous in Mr. Goodhue's
chapel.
·,~Acting almost human. CRES-

readers may have made the
same observation. Members of the
animal kingdom have been running amok, sometimes achieving
front-page notoriety, and have in
other ways acted almost like human beings. They seem to have
caught the spirit of 1939. Europe
is at least fifty per cent insane.
In our own country, people have
been going on strike against the
government which has created
jobs that they might keep body
and soul together. And crowds
trampled down Toscanini in their
eagerness to see a second-rate movie actor. Now turn to the animal
kingdom. At Winona Lake, Ind.,
a 400-pound lion who had been
giving exhibitions riding a surfboard escaped from its trainer and
threw several thousand visitors to
the Winona Lake Bible conference in to a panic. The animal
was recaptured after cau ing
havoc in a gift shop. It was the
econd time in two week that it
ought the open pace . This time
it ran up tair through a cottage,
roared through a bedroom where
Mr. and r . Da id Rankin were
leeping, and then leaped through
a creen into the gift hop.
SET
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In St. Louis a brown bear cub
was exhibited at a meeting of shoe
salesmen for the purpose of illustrating the slogan "Bear Down
This Fall." Whether the rottenness of the pun caused the bear to
lose self-control, I don't know, but
he broke loose in the midst of an
oration by which the congress of
salesmen was being urged to increased activity. Midway in the
program the bear, who had been
listening quietly to the speeches,
suddenly threw out its che t, emitted a sort of calliope wheeze and
ambled off toward the lobby. everal guests seated in chairs aro e
as one man and da hed from the
lobby. The elevators went up, the
desk clerks ducked down, and the
bear sniffed a potted palm, tore
up a Venetian blind, and dived
into a revolving door a Ke per
Walter Himmler cam bounding
after. Himmler got in one compartment and the bear in the
other and they whirled around
while the sale men acted a a rt
of cheering section. The animal
was finally collared.
Even the gentle d r are getting a touch of p y ho i . Immediately after the ether had b n
stirred up by the war exci ement
cau ed by the a orpti
the
zechs and lo ak , i pike bu k
deer raced through t1 ntic b re
re or o er in J ey f r alm
fi e hour , running d n
through a k yard , and
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With European politics and
New Deal finances ever more
closely approaching the stage of
delirium tremens-you understand, the condition in which the
alcoholic begins to see pink elephants resting a hind foot on the
rail-it is little wonder that brute
creation is registering abnormal
activity.

beaches. One made its way to
Asbury Park by swimming across
a small lake and running into the
ocean, attracting so much attention that cries for help from two
girl bathers hurled against a jetty
by the surf went unheard. The
girls were finally rescued and two
of the animals were corralled. The
others ran back to the woods.

♦

Ferocity Plus Nai'vete
The communist ideology seems to combine a certain
medieval ferocity with certain Renaissance naivete. The
despotism of its practice corresponds to the absolutism of
its thought, and when it insists that the intricate metaphysical theories of Marxism are really the formulae of
an exact science it forgets that for nearly a thousand years
the theology of the Catholic Church was regarded, not as
a theology, but as "The Queen of the Sciences." Even
certain minor instances are highly revealing and when,
for example, one reads how a heretical leader has signed
a recantation order that he may be readmitted to the
party, one is back at one leap to the days when it was
supposed that something useful could be accompli hed
by having Galileo recant before the Inqui ition. Surely
it is legitimate to wonder whether a society of the future
can really be evol ed by a group who e whole habit of
thought is so patently primiti e.- Jo EPH v oon KR CH

'
A bit of fancy-and fact-for still fall days-

THE PASSING OF
FUZZY
By

RICHARD

A.

JESSE

N

O LONGER are certain
small footprints to be seen
of a cold morning on the
glossy hood of the car. They belong to an epoch now irretrievably of yesterday.
But this is merely consequence,
this absence of evidence that is
evidence of absence.
The tragedy itself was announced by one of the three members of the family most affected.
His shrill voice rose even shriller
than usual.
"Daddy, Fuzzy's dead!"
Six years of life, aquiver in a
slender little body that is never
quite able to be in enough places
at the same time, looked out at me
through wide, dark eyes. In them
was amazed bewilderment and
deep concern and more than a
touch of desolation. In their sockets lurked shadows that may for
the moment ha e been due to an
underacti e liver or to an o er-
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active body, but were nonetheles
the vanguard of those deeper
shadows other days and other absences will bring.
Six looked out at thirty-seven,
waiting. Thirty-seven looked at
six with more experience, but with
not a whit more comprehen ion.
Even thirty-seven can't explain
the eastern and the we tern shore ,
the sunrise and the sun et, though
only for a cat.
"Well, then, Fuzzy's dead."
Fuzzy's successor would
me
day arrive, but ne er Fuzzy any
more. Fuzzy, too,
on-to-be-( rgotten mote that she wa , belonged in her unimp rtant wa
to the ages and to all the my tery
of con equence and unimportan c
held by them. Meanwhile th
was nothing more to ay.
Fuzzy, the cat, was j ct d,
t
say, into our live . Dri n y a
compu ion old
im he h
ought a helter again he bl
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and melting snows of dawning
spring. A door or a window infinitesimally open, perhaps; a
thrust a cat might give; the providential warmth and stillness of
the next-door basement; a heap
of clothing waiting for the washday. But such deep content was
never meant for Fuzzy. Discovered, she got the bounce-just another, doubtless, in a long, long
series. But all the same, she would
have to be a mother somewhere
else.
The news of the eviction came
to us, of course, on children's
wings. What to do? Caution was
counselled; we couldn't run a
home for strays. So an upturned
box was offered-in the neighbor's
yard. Fuzzy accepted for the moment. But the hope of better
things was in her heart; she had
seen it in the children's eyes.
So into our reluctant lives came
Fuzzy, borne by an obscure tide
toward some unimportant port.
She soon deserted the box. She
sought our basement, was rebuffed. Repeated efforts convinced
her, for the time, of the law that
reigns immutable upstairs and
down: "No cat indoors. By order
of the lady."
Fuzzy wasn't wanted, except
furtively by the children. It should
ha e been plain, even to a cat. I
suspect it was.
To be unwanted will break a
man. Wive need frequent reas-

surance that it isn't so. You can
spot a mile away the dog that isn't
wanted. But who can number the
unwanted cats-grey, white, black
shadows roaming the alleys and
caught surprised at the garbagepails of the world? I have often
seen profound mistrust of men in
the eyes of a cat, and fear in its
poise for flight: things bitterly
learned and often by the cats of
all the years. But I have never
seen in one a lack of self-respect.
Nothing breaks a cat's sense of
self-respect. Not even being unwanted.
So, with dignity unimpaired,
Fuzzy accepted the upper floor of
the barn. Not that it was offered
to her. But she accepted anyhow.
It was a dusty, neglected, cheerless
place, still bearing the marks of
tenancy by feathered transients of
a former day. It was drafty, unheated. But in a box there she
established her home. By looking
at her, you could tell that the box
was home. She had that unmistakably permanent air about her.
There, in an hour known to
none but her, her time came.
There were three blind, blundering, questing, plaintive mites
whom no one wanted but their
mother. Some day they, too, would
know thi . But now, in flat-flanked
tenderness, their mother care sed
them.
But they ne er knew it, after
all. The children said a dog had
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found them, but perhaps it was
the rats. At any rate, the children
mourned.
Stifling her memories, Fuzzy
stayed on. In a surprisingly short
time, everything considered, she
produced her second family. The
news was brought with considerable juvenile noise.
But tragedy stalked the life of
Fuzzy. Her three new waifs came
indeed to the days of tumbling
and racing •w ith tails askew, to
terrific mock-battles among themselves, and to long, somnolent
stretching in the sun. For Fuzzy
these were the well-fed interludes
of peace between the long black
stretches. Fuzzy took on an air of
new content. She looked with
pride unconcealed upon her scuffling sons and daughter. They
were doubtless additions of moment. That no one shared her
views, except the children, left her
still serene.
Then the shadows came again
for Fuzzy. The leaves were turning when her first half-grown kitten vanished. The leaves were falling when the second disappeared.
On a day of bare boughs and whistling winds the third was gone.
The unofficial coroner's jury that
sat briefly in the absence of the
bodies inclined to the iew that
iolcnce accounted for two; the
third had doubtle been beguiled
away.
But Fuzzy was alone again,
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alone to face the winter. On bitter
days she essayed the house, darting
through any door that chanced
to open. But back to her barn,
with all its memories, she went,
accepting (for the moment only)
the inevitable. It was then that we
began to find her footprints on the
car-hood, often warm with a heat
grateful to paws naked to snow
and slush.
The days came that belong
neither to winter nor yet to
spring. The day was cold, grey,
gusty, but you knew that winter
was in retreat, still conte ting
every inch, but knowing in its
heart that it must go.
On that day the news came, flying up tairs and down. For some
time we had been expecting it;
she had been invi ible too long
this time.
ow there wa n
doubt. The children had foun
her body.
I am aware of no time when it
is good form to refu e to vi w the
remains, if pre ed to do
there Fuzzy, r what had once
been Fuzzy (ten
are
things e en when applied t
lay be ide the hedge, tarin
bare twigs wi h u ele
y
ready filmed with du t. he , in
plucked at h r fur with fin r
till ic with wint r. But th re
was
me ubtle diff r n e n , ;
ou c uldn't ju t pla
ur fin r
on it, but the wind mi ht
w 11
ha e whipped dead I a
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or rattled the brown vine by the
side of the house. One of the boys
stirred her with his foot. Stiff as a
board! It wasn't Fuzzy any more,
or even all that had once been
Fuzzy. Whatever the rest had
been, wherever it had vanished, it
was gone; and we were none the
wiser for having known the living
Fuzzy.
There are deep differences between ourselves and cats. Just why
there are, I don't know. For my
own existence and all that it involves I have to leave the matter
humbly where the Apostle left it
nineteen centuries ago: "By the
grace of God I am what I am." I
find it true of a far larger number
of things than I had once suspected that I have to leave them
where they are. You can't carry
things farther when you don't
know what you're carrying, or
where you can, or ought to, carry
them.
But there are similarities, too.
Fuzzy came into the world a mewing thing, with no choice but to
come; I came in squalling and
with ju t as little choice. But I
shall leave, I hope, with far more
dignity than I came. That was
something that impre ed me as
I tood looking down at Fuzzy.
Dead cats are supposed, in a way,
to be funny; tl1ey are , hat you
throw at the people' fallen idols.
But just the arne, there was an
unque tionable dignit
about

Fuzzy as she lay in death beside
the hedge with the wind tufting
her fur. Perhaps it was the final
majesty of her indifference to the
wind, to the dust, to the dogs, to
the cold-to all the loves and fears
and matterings of time that had
so long sought and now had found
their equal level of unimportance.
For all that matters absolutely to
life we shall evidently have to look
elsewhere than here.
Or perhaps it was the dignity
of those who have known the last
experience of all; perhaps this
singles them out from the common run and so gives them an
importance in death they never
had in life. But I think it was
rather the sense of imperturbable
strangeness, the suggestion of
some overwhelming mystery, of an
ultimate inscrutability that vouchsafes no answer, that had descended upon her. She was now
no longer our familiar Fuzzy, subject to the whims of our imperial
wills, humble tenant of the upper
barn. By some awful transformation she had become a symbol, a
symbol of something dread and
vast, a symbol of that impalpable
wall against, hich the generations
have beaten their bleeding human
hand in ain. omething had
happened to Fuzzy; ou didn't
know what it , as, but you knew
it would happen to ou, too; kne"
that ou, too, , ould have to accept it " hen it came; kne, that
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Fuzzy turning back in philosophic
patience from the banged housedoor with a heart that never recognized defeat; Fuzzy hoping by
quick strategy to bear her babies
down into the basement; Fuzzy,
the amazing Amazon, sprung from
some forgotten line of warriors
that paled not at taking on in
combat rats almost as long in
body as your shoe; Fuzzy trying
to flaunt like an elegant plume
a tail that had lost its la t vital
inch of grace in some prehi toric
crisis, and so gave instead only
the effect of an elevated hoehandle. These are our memories
of Fuzzy. But memories have thi
in common with other tribute
that they fade.
Fuzzy is gone. But life g e on.
It cannot top mer ly be au e
Fuzzy is gone. Around the oid
life do e it rank and with n
break in step g e on. a te mak
no difference here. till the marching wavel t glimmer f r a moment in the un and then fall ba k
while ten th u and oth r w le
race th ir little while a
th
pot.
Ye , Ii£e g e on.
ago Fuzzy' ucce or
too, the childr n
kno11 n as uzzy.

the final scene here is the same
for all that breathes.
Fuzzy received honorable interment, even if she was carried to
her last resting place in an old
newspaper. The children buried
her with all the respect due the
memory of a friend. The fact that
she had four feet instead of two
made no difference in this for
them. Our oldest boy came around
the corner of the house just in
time to halt the full order of
obsequies at the sermon; he was
old enough to sense that that
didn't quite apply. But when it
came to erecting a cross at the
head of the grave, this went by
unchallenged. There is, I realize,
a difficulty here for us oldsters; we
should merely have dumped in a
couple of non-committal scoops of
earth and have cleaned the shovel.
But no blasphemy was meant or
done by the children. With the
sovereign assuredness of childhood
they placed the cro s where, at any
rate, it tands in fact-above the
power and the m stery of death.
If Fuzzy was a ymbol, so was the
tanding cross.
We still remember Fuzzy,
though her ill-packed gra e has
fallen in under the rain. We remember Fuzzy adoze in the un;

♦

MUSIC
and
Music Makers
By

WALTER

A.

HANSEN

A Peculiar Power Is Firmly Implanted in the Music of Edvard
Grieg.

l\ It has become customary in
•· many quarters to speak disparagingly of the music of Edvard Hagerup Grieg (1843-1907).
Some critics, taking their cue from
sharp attacks launched against the
Norwegian composer by Claude
Debussy shortly after the turn of
the century, declare that he was
nothing more than an exceptionally clever mu ician who continually strove to produce unusual
effects in what he wrote. Others,
following, like docile sheep, in the
foot teps of E. Bern dorf, the uncompromisingly ho tile reviewer
for the Signale, of Leipzig, who
flayed the works of Grieg with illS2

concealed bitterness whenever
they were performed in the German city, insist that it is utterly
preposterous to refer to the man
as a composer of any consequence.
Then, there are those who remain
unimpressed for no other reason
than that the Norwegian's music
does not happen to be fashioned
to their taste. Many of the latter
are willing to concede that Grieg
may have been a great master; but
they leave his works severely alone
merely because they find in his
idiom something strange-something which does not dovetail into
their own particular preferences.
Grieg was not a man to give a
swaggering outlet to his genius.
He was neither a crafty showman
nor a strutting poseur. Sincerity
shines forth like the purest gold
from the works he has left us. But
we know that sincerity alone, no
matter how deep it goes, can never
make any man or any woman a
significant composer. What, then,
are the virtues that have elevated
Grieg to a position of such commanding eminence that neither
the strictures of a misguided Debussy nor the as aults of a thousand Bern dorfs have been able to
dethrone him?
First and foremo t, Grieg was a
melodi t of truly extraordinary
ability. Listen to hi songs. Consider the heartfelt expres i enes
of such masterpiece as I Love
Thee, Med en Primula Veris, En

I

"Once upon a time, when the angel , ere till walking the
earth, there wa a man who r i ted od
· Lord took mere· on him and nt to him the n I
ruth,
that he mi ht b enli htened. nd the ng 1 d . nded to
earth and knocked at the windO\ of the defiant man , era ing

entrance. '\: ho are ou and what i it ou wi h?' demanded
the man impatient! ·. lightl • opening the , indow. The
ngel of Truth told him of hi requ t, but the man lammed
the \\indow and the n el tood out ide not knowing what to
do. He' wait d a long time, walking up and down before the

I

hou e, knocking a ain and again at the door, but n
opened. o be flew back to Hea en and wa e
b cau e hi vi.it had been without r ult. Pr
n el of Beaut , a, him and a ked the rea. n for
he
nuel of Truth told of h' gri vane .

I

I

Courtesy Modem Ecclesiastical Art-Mosaic, Babberger, Karlsruhe
Ecce Homo-Dinnendahl

' 'Take courage, brother,' he said, 'what •ou could not
achieve alone, we will accompli h together.'
nd so the ·
both glided down to earth through the hanging garden of
beautiful stars. When they came in ight of the man'
hou e, the Angel of Beaut said to the ngel of Truth:

I

Courtesy Modern Ecclesiasticql Art-Mosaic, Babberger, Karlsruhe
Medallion from Cathedral of St. Hedwig, Berlin-P. Hecker

'\ ait a, bile,' and he went to the windo, and kno k d . But
the man thought it wa again omeone come to di turb hi
peace and grumbled angril . ' hen the
ngel of B uty
knocked again, and it ounded like the w et ton
of a
harp and the window hone in man -colored radianc like

l

Courtesy B. Arthaud
Sacred Heart, by Sarrabezolles

the tained-gla
window of a cathedral. And the man
li, tened and looked up in a toni hment from hi work, and
when he aw the ngel of Beaut tanding before hi , indo,
the frown di appeared from hi face and· hi heart , a
glad. He quick! · opened the window a. kin ' who are ou,

f

aurice Denis

m beautiful child?' 'I am Beaut ·.•
come in and be welcome,' aid th
wide. 'I hould like to enter,'
'I think I hould njo · being , ith ou. But_:_• '
no but,' aid the man, 'whatever ou wi. h f r

Courtes-v B. -Arthaud
Jesse Tree, by Theo. M. Landmann

ha e.
ome in.' 'Ver , ell,' said the
ngel of Beaut ,
'but 1 ha e m brother out ide. Do ·ou ee him? Have ·ou
room for both of u ?' 'Room for a ·dozen children a charming a ou.' nd the ngel of Beaut flew to the ngel of
Truth and aid 'come,' and o Truth and Beaut took. poss ion of the heart of the defiant man."
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to assert that he invariably produced a masterpiece whenever he
sat down to write; but the number of pot-boilers and trivial works
in his output is very small indeed.
The incidental music which he
wrote for Henrik Ibsen's Peer
Gynt-music as captivatingly melodious as it is vividly picture quecontinues to hold its own even
though some critics seem to take
delight in telling us that moths
have long since eaten its life away.
His graphically descriptive Sketches of Norwegian Folk Life, hi
Norwegian Dances, and numerous other compo itions are infu ed
not only with the very soul of
Norway but al o-if one may borrow an expression used by Word worth-with a "spontaneous overflow of powerful feeling ." There
is no mistiness here, no vaguene .
The suite, From Holberg's Time,
in which Grieg adroitly and poetically superimpo ed hi
wn di tinctive style upon form urrent
in the distant pa t and whi h he
himself referred to in a om what
deprecatory manner a a Perrueckenstueck, i a work ab un ing in itality.
pprai al of Gri g' ar
qu ntly tend to be one id
cau e they tre hi far-rea hin
Enchanting Melodies
achievements as a ha1
ni t a h
expen
e
of
hi
gif
a
a
m 1 i .
h Grieg' little lyrical piece for
,J · the piano are brimful of en- It i true that what he ac omt and f inatin
chanting melodie . ot even his pli hed in the
taunchest friends would venture domain of harm ny · b h mem-

Svane, Im Kahne, Et Hab. Note
with what rare skill the piano
parts-the term "accompaniment"
can often be misleading-have
been devised. It is true that, with
a few exceptions, the surpassingly
beautiful examples of the art song
written by Grieg do not appear
frequently enough on the concert
programs of the prominent singers of today; but there are, in the
main, two weighty reasons for this
deplorable state of affairs. First,
most singers do not possess the
musicianship to enable them
either to grasp or to project the
entrancing beauties of the gems,
and, secondly, very few of those
who lift up their voices in song on
the concert stages of our land have
any knowledge whatever of the
Norwegian language. Who can
disprove that great songs, like
great operas, invariably suffer
when translations are used?
Yes, Grieg was a master of the
art song. As a creator of great
com po i tions in this by no means
overworked field, he is worthy of
being mentioned in the same
breath with Schumann, Schubert,
Hugo Wolf, Brahm , Richard
Strauss, and Robert Franz.
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orable and impressive; but, apart
from his uncommonly rich melodic vein, his contributions to the
chordic vocabulary, significant as
they are scientifically as well as
ethnologically, could not have
made him a composer of note. Experts in the art of harmonization,
no matter how learned and how
ingenious they may be, are not
necessarily creators of meaningful
music. The originality of Grieg's
harmonic schemes, influenced,
here and there, by the Hardanger
fiddle with its induced tones, lifts
his works far above the coldness of
mere intellectual maneuverings,
because it is inseparably welded
together with his fine melodies.
Grieg was essentially a miniaturist even though David Monrad-J ohansen
(Edvard
Grieg.
Princeton University Press. 1938)
and others are at pains to prove
that the majority of his larger
works reveal a comprehensive mastery of form. But, when we submit
compositions like his Piano Concerto, his Piano Sonata in E
Minor, his string quartet, and his
sonatas for violin and piano to a
close examination, we find that he
fell decidedly short of the skill in
construction exhibited by, let us
say, a Beethoven or a Brahms. Are
we bound, however, to regard this
as a serious fault? Is it not far
wi er to realize that the fragmentary character of hi major works
provided them with a large share

of their distinctive appeal? _In
more than one respect Grieg was
of the kith and kin of Chopin.
Just as the great Pole gave utterance in his music to the spirit of
his native Poland, so the great
Norwegian-even though there
was some Scotch blood in his
veins-expressed in his works the
soul of his native Norway; and,
just as Chopin was not able to
knit extended compositions together after the fashion of a Beethoven, so Grieg never acquired
undeniable mastery of the larger
forms. It is probable that he himself felt this keenly and looked
upon it as a grievous shortcoming.
Throughout his life he was wont
to declare with unconcealed bitterness that he had not been adequately trained in the technique
of composition at the Leipzig
Conservatory, where he had
studied under a number of teachers from 1858 to 1862. But who
will say that it is not an impressively great achievement to have
written a work like the magnificent Ballad in G Minor? Grieg'
workman hip was extraordinarily
deft in its own way e en though
it was radically different, in many
re pects, from the skill of a Beethoven. Hi beautifully wrought
choral etting of H. A. Brorson's
God's on Hath et Me Free
pro e
be ond the sligh te t
hadm, of a doubt that he was by
no means a clum dabbler. Thi
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majestic masterpiece was written
when the shades of night were beginning to gather about him and
in spite of the fact that he was a
Unitarian by belief.

Norway Adores Him

h Norway has every right to
• · adore the memory and the
music of Grieg. It would be
stretching a point to call him one
of the greatest of the great; but it
is ridiculous in the extreme to say
that there is too much of Robert
Schumann in his music and to
accuse him of what some of his
German opponents contemptuously called futile N orwegerei, just as
it is silly to declare that, because
he spent some time under the tutelage of that staunch worshiper and
faintly inspired imitator of the
fastidiously correct Mendelssohn,
Niels W. Gade, his works are a
strange brew compounded partly
of German romanticism and partly of authentic Norwegian ingredients. He owed much of his inspiration to Rikard
ordraak, the
gifted orwegian composer whose
premature death at the age of
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twenty-four was a real tragedy, to
Ole Bull, the distinguished violinist, to Bjoernsterne Bjoernsen, and
to Hans Christian Andersen.
These men helped to kindle in
him the determination to use his
rare ability toward developing a
Norwegian national art on the
basis of folk music. But we dare
not forget that he himself was endowed with a brilliant intellectan intellect which was bound to
make its way in a telling manner.
When the late Maurice Rav 1
paid a visit to Norway in 1926, he
said that he had never written a
single work which was not influenced by Grieg. It may be that
the eminent Frenchman was
guilty of a courteous overstatement; but it is certain that Grieg'
compo itions never have been and,
in all likelihood, never will be, a
dead issue. There are ground for
suspecting that even the great
Debussy himself, de pite hi outspoken hostility, could not avoid
coming under the influ n e £ the
peculiar power so firmly implanted in the famou
orwcgian' fullstored mu ic.

Recent Recordings
PROKOFIEFF. Peter and the
Wolf: An Orchestral Fairy Tale,
Opus 67. The Boston ymphony
Orchestra under Serge Kou evitzky, with Richard Hale as narrator.
-There may be subtle atire in the

SERGEI

Rus ian compo r' cunningly m naged excursion into the land of
musical make-belie e; but chil
and adults alike will d ri e n
of enjoyment from thew r .
the aid of a narrator, Pro
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tells us how little Peter outwits and
captures a mean-tempered wolf. A
little bird helps him, a cat adds
interest to the tale, and a duck is
swallowed alive by the villainous
beast. The orchestration is cleverly
realistic, and the reading given
by Dr. Koussevitzky is excellent.
Victor Album M-566.
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN. Sonata in
G Major, for Violin and Piano,
Opus 30, No. 3. Jascha Heifetz and
Emanuel Bay. Also by Nathan Milstein and Artur Balsam.-The wonderfully beautiful Tempo di Menuetto and the rollicking Finale of
this sonata must be numbered
among the precious things in music. Both performances are praiseworthy in every way. Victor Album
M-570 and Columbia Album X-137.
ANTONIN DVORAK. Quartet No. 3 in
E Flat Major, Opus 51. The Lener
Quartet.-Even though the composition does not represent Dvorak at
his best, its workmanship is superb,
and it is filled to the brim with
engaging melodies. Columbia Album M-369.
WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART. Quartet
No. 1, in G Major (K. 80) and
Menuetto from the Quartet No. 13,
in D Minor (K. 173 ). The Kreiner
Quartet.-Mozart was only fourteen
years old when he wrote the G
Major Quartet. It is not a great
work; but it foreshadows the marvelous lucidity so trenchantly characteristic of masterpieces that were
to come. Victor Album M-393.

JosEPH HAYDN. Symphony No. 98, in
B Flat Major (Salomon No. 4 ). The
Columbia Broadcasting Symphony
Orchestra under Howard Barlow.
- The symphony itself is a joy, and
Mr. Barlow's reading is admirable.
Columbia Album M-370.
FRANZ LISZT. Fantasia on Beethoven's
Ruins of Athens, for Piano and Orchestra. Egon Petri and the London Philharmonic Orchestra under
Leslie Heward.-Beethoven contributed the melodic material, and
Liszt decked it out in brilliant fashion. On the fourth side of the two
discs, Mr. Petri plays the Hungarian's transcription for the piano of
Schubert's Der Lindenbaum. Columbia Album X-136.
RICHARD WAGNER. Overture to Rienzi
and the Festmarsch from Tannhaeuser. The Boston "Pops" Orchestra under Arthur Fiedler.Brilliant playing and superb recording Victor Album M-569.
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH. Partita No.
6, in E Minor. Walter Gieseking,
pianist.-The eminent German artist gives a clearcut performance.
Columbia Album X-135.
ERNEST BLOCH._ Concerto Grosso for
String Orchestra and Piano O bbligato. JEAN SIBELIUS. Canzonetta for
String Orchestra, Opus 62-A. The
Curtis Chamber Music Ensemble
under Louis Bailly.-Every student
of the contemporary scene in music
will be greatly benefited by a careful study of these two important
works. Victor Album M-563.

Books-some for all time and all men-some
for this time and generation-some for nothing and nobody.

TH~ LITERARY SCENE
ALL UNSIGNED REVIEWS ARE BY MEMBERS OF THE STAFF

The Ship of State in
Troubled Waters
AMERICA IN MIDPASSAGE. By
Charles A. Beard and Mary R.
Beard. The Macmillan Company,
New York. 1939. 949 pages. $3.50.
ALL and sundry, especially
to the makers and shapers of
public opinion and policy and all
the wise guys, Declaration: Whosoever has not read America in Midpassage or its equivalent has no business pontificating about the American
scene in these last and perilous times.
(P.S. The equivalent, so far as this
reviewer is aware, does not exist, at
least not within the covers of a single
volume.) For this latest product of
the indefatigable Beards is far and
away the most penetrating analysis
and the most brilliant interpretation
?f recent American history. Penetratmg and brilliant, that is, in the
modifying light of what Dr. Pieper
used to say about the mind of man:
"Es ist seit dem Suendenfall mit der
Logik schlecht be tellt." ("Since the
fall of man logic is in a bad way.")
America in Midpassage is a worthy
sequel to the authors' The Rise of
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American Civilization. Like the two
earlier volumes it is an attempt to lay
bare the causal nexus between man's
economic interests on the one hand
and what is vaguely known on the
other as his civilization and culture,
expressed primarily in terms of government and politics. The Beards
have written a convincing commentary, unconsciously of course, on one
of St. Paul's main theses, to wit, that
they who serve not the Lord Je u
serve their own bellies and "by go d
words and fair speeches deceive the
hearts of the simple." o doubt the
economic interpretation of hi tory
can be overdone.
hat it ha fr quently led to distorted view of m n
and events is commonpla c knowlcdg
among hi torians. On the other hand,
one acquainted with the criptur 1
conception of the heart f man
a
"de perately wi ked thing" and th
mind of man
" arnal'' can fin
little fault with the general aim ,
method , and findings f h
onomic interprete of h. t ry. Ind
so far as unregenerate man i
cemed, that i th
nly la ible xplanation of hi beha i r nd "pr gre "
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The Beard thesis in America in
Midpassage is quite simple. Our federal and state constitutions, our governmental and political machinery,
our laws and their interpretation by
the courts, our domestic and foreign
policies and programs, our wars, in
short our history is to a very large
degree little more than the expression
of conflicting economic interests. As
a rule, according to this thesis, the
dominant interests, that is to say,
those who own or control the most
strategic property, have had the upper hand. Throughout the nineteenth
century, in fact until after the World
War, "Americanism" was for the most
part simply the rationalization of the
fears and hopes of the successive
groups identified with dominant interests, the merchants, bankers, and
land speculators of the Federalist
period, the cotton barons of the old
South, the industrial overlords since
the Civil War, and, although never
very potent, the farmers of the nation.
"Americanism" was an economic philosophy no less than a political creed.
As an economic philosophy it was
pretty well embodied in the orthodox liberalism of such "foreign agitators" as Adam Smith, Richard Cobden, John Bright, and David Ricardo.
They called it "laissez faire," "free
competition," and "rugged individualism." There were those, of course,
who failed to find this philosophy
either in prevailing practices or in the
letter and spirit of the constitution,
but they were usually howled down
in short order as ignoramuses, demagogues, and alien trouble-makers.
ow, the Beards point out, this
conception of the "automatic market,"

maintammg production and a just
and efficient distribution of wealth
through rents, profits, and wages, was
disintegrating even while its beneficiaries were lauding and defending
it as one of the eternal verities. In
1929 this conception-the Beards
call it a myth-all but collapsed. As
a result, ever since 1789, governmental
interference, in the form of tariffs,
monetary laws, appropriations for
public works, bounties of various
sorts, distribution of public lands,
wars, treaties, et cetera, became increasingly desirable or necessary until
under the New Deal the old concept
of "Americanism" as rugged individualism and free competition gave way
to rapidly increasing paternalism and
incipient fascism. Thus, to the Beards
the roots of the New Deal, which by
the way comes in for a lot of devastating criticism, are to be sought not
in communist Russia or some other
country on the black list but deeply
embedded in the soil of America, e.g.,
in the words and deeds of such approved patriots as Jefferson, Webster,
and Lincoln. Take it or leave it, this
is the story of the Beards in America
in M idpassage or in all they have
written to date, and they mean to
stick to it. But teachers and students
of American history, politicians, and
commentators on the quickly moving
events of the day are without excuse
if they fail to understand this slant
on American history and civilization.
VI G a keen nose for propaH ganda
and being a member of
the In titute for Propaganda naly i ,
Charle Beard recognizes propaganda
when he ee it, and he expo e it re-
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lentlessly. But he is an effective propagandist himself, albeit not of the
sinister kind, for he states his views
and purposes openly and emphatically so that he who runs may read.
Far from being the communist he is
often called by unfriendly critics,
Beard is a thoroughgoing believer in
the capitalistic system purged of the
evils and abuses that have brought
it to its present low estate. In the
place of nineteenth century liberalism, which failed to work in practice,
Beard advocates "humanistic democracy" as the remedy for our current
ills. By "humanistic democracy" he
understands a broader and more humane interpretation of the liberty and
equality guaranteed by the basic law
of the land, an interpretation, that is
to say, which does not sacrifice the
rights of man for the rights of property, real and factitious. Whether Beard
is a prophet announcing a new day
or merely a prophet crying in the
wilderness is another matter. A goodly portion of the mounting New Deal
legislation is in line with "humanistic
democracy," but, unfortunately, too
much of it points in other directions.
Comprehensive as America in Midpassage is, there is one notable and
regrettable omission. The authors
might have found place for a chapter
on the part played by religion in
recent years. Perhaps it is just as well
that they did not include a discussion
of this phase of our national history,
for, to judge by the numerous animadversions upon the church, religion, and theologians, their treatment would probably not have been
very sympathetic. Corrigenda: p. 245,
line 7 from bottom, "gold," not "sil-
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ver"; p. 406, line 3 from bottom,
"Gleichschaltung," not "Gleichgeschaltung"; p. 870, line 14 from bottom, "David," not "Richard."
w. E. BAUER

The Umbrella Man
IN SEARCH OF PEACE. By the Rt.
Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M. P.
G. P. Putnam's Sons. New York.
1939. 309 pages. $3.50.
HE reviewer grants that it takes
a certain amount of courage to
offer a transcript of speeches uttered
during a critical period of European
history. All honor to Prime Minister
Neville Chamberlain for giving the
public an unedited collection of hi
addresses delivered during the last
two troublesome years. Mr. Chamberlain justifies the publication of his
speeches on the grounds that his conscience is clear, that throughout the
recurring crises he acted solely to
preserve the peace (and incidentally
to maintain British prestige). On the
other hand such a bald record pen
the British leader to any number of
criticisms.
Whether these speeches and addresses were delivered to trade
ciation conventions, to ord May r
banquets, or to the Hou e of Parliament, all of the oratory poin
the
Munich cri is. Practically from th
first tO the last page, the Prime
ister insists that he i a man of p e.
Plus his per onal longing for pea
i the need for peace throughout the
British Empire. Many months b £ re
the Munich cri i h
ondu ted a
series of conve ati
with I 1
about the pani h
ar. t th
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time he defined his ministerial policy
as consisting of the desire to protect
British interests and lives wherever
they might be, to achieve the settlement of differences by peaceful
means, and to promote friendly relations with other nations willing to
reciprocate such friendly feelings.
But Chamberlain glosses over Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden's resignation by declaiming, "I am concerned with the future, not the past."
The reviewer questions Chamberlain's
ready and almost lighthearted acceptance of Eden's resignation in the
light of what followed. Shortly after
the Anschluss when Austria was gobbled up by Hitler Chamberlain insisted that his policy "has been to
assist in the establishment of a sense
of greater security and confidence in
Europe."
It is ironical to see Chamberlain
insisting time and again that once
Hitler obtains the Sudeten territory
he will have no more ambitions in
Europe. But when Hitler seizes
Prague, Chamberlain makes a wry
smile and says we must accept what
has happened. What is Chamberlain
saying now about the Danzig affair?
Or is Danzig just a town and not a
territory?
After the Munich debacle Chamberlain still feels that everything possible to prevent future wars had been
done. There are times when one almo t believes that Chamberlain is
posse ed of an incredible naivete. He
can say with all incerity, "When I
was at Munich, I spoke on the subject
of the future of Spain with Herr
Hitler and Signor Mus olini and both
of them assured me mo t definitely

that they had no territorial ambitions
whatever in Spain." Is the Prime
Minister as guileless as all that? How
can he swallow the words and promises of dictators known for their ruthless disregard of a promise? Today
Germany and Italy stand to make
huge profits out of mineral concessions in Spain.
Possibly the most ironical part of
the entire book is Chamberlain's assurance at the Lord Mayor's banquet
that quieter times were coming for
Europe. "I say, in this brightening
atmosphere, let us not conjure up
troubles which may never arise."
After all, Neville Chamberlain is
a politician. This reviewer has a congenital distrust for all politicians until they are dead. Chamberlain is
alive. He still has a career in which
self-interest must by necessity predominate. He may protest that as
cruel and misunderstanding but tha_t
is the price he must pay for being
a politician, perhaps a statesman.
Anyone wishing to make a collection
of words spoken most optimistically
may turn to this volume. If nothing
else, Neville Chamberlain almost convinces one that England is the best
of all possible worlds.

After Seventeen Years
By James
Joyce. The Viking Press. ew York.
1939. 628 pages. 5.00.
HE Jame Joyce was in the
proce s of writing his monumental novel Ulysses, there wa considerable consternation in that part
of the literary world which has greater
concern than the merits of a current
FINNEGANS WAKE.

W
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best-seller. At first glance page after
page seemed unintelligible until careful rereading showed that James Joyce
was far from being unintelligible. The
ribald, of course, asked pointed questions. They are asking the same
pointed questions about Finnegans
Wak e.
The main question asked when
Ulysses finally appeared in the l 920's
was: what is James Joyce trying to
do? To answer that we must judge
him with the norm set up by Paul
Valery, the noted French critic, who
assessed Edgar Allen Poe. We are to
judge James Joyce by the nature of
his refusals. In order to understand
this term, it is necessary to recall that
at the turn of the century there was a
revolt in French and Irish literature
against realism, known also as documentary narrative. The belief was
that the only reality was the interior
life. Various psychologists showed that
there was present in all of us an unconscious memory plus several personalities. Edouard Dujardin was the
first novelist who tried to present this
"unconscious" life with the use of the
interior monologue. James Joyce improved on Dujardin, going several
steps beyond in attempting to picture
what goes on in the subconscious. He
also attempted to portray our "underworld" through a queer language,
although he admits in his pre ent
novel that "every honest to goodness
man in the land of space today knows
that his back life will not stand being
·written about in black and white."
(p. 169)
hat i the tory of Finn gans
Wake? Quite unashamedly the reviewer confe se that the greater part
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of it was unintelligible to him. He
spent approximately three weeks trying to read it. At times he had
glimpses of what it was all about but
this knowledge suddenly vanished in
a fog of horribly torn words. He was
able to gather with the aid of several
exegetical works and critical studies
of James Joyce enough information
to offer the following resume of Finnegans Wake originally known as
Work In Progress.
HE title is from an Iri h-AmeriT can
vaudeville song which tell
about a hod-carrier who was pr umably dead after a nasty fall. At the
wake he resurrects himself when
whiskey is mentioned. However, as
Padriac Colum points out, Finnegan
is the name of the Iri h national hero,
Finn MacCool. In James Joyce's conception Finnegan repre ent
the
Nordic type, a hero on many oc asions. Finnegan is ac used of a crim
but he justifies himself on the ground
that he has created a new civilization
for Anna Livia out of the hamble f
the past. He has two on , hem and
Shaun, who are to Ii e in thi n w
world. Beyond thi ket hy ac unt,
the reviewer annot g ; for he mu t
frankly admit that the novel puzzl d
him to patienc ' nd. wo pi d
were fairly clear: the fam u
nn
Livia incident and the a unt f th
re urrection of the dead in the la t
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other philosophers and artists and
notably adapted by Oswald Spengler.
Vico believed that all time, history
and space could be telescoped to
appear as present. History proceeds
from savagery to corruption and then
to a new beginning.
James Joyce's work consequently
can be considered as representative
of the present age when confusion,
loss of faith, abandonment of moral
standards is the stage setting for the
decline of the modern era. The madness of our time impels the bewildered onlooker into a savage gibberish, a mad burbling of words.
On the other hand, Joyce is attempting to evolve a new technique
in the use of language. While he may
say, as he does in Finnegans Wake,
"Drop this jiggerpokery, and talk
straight turkey," he seldom does talk
straight turkey. Maintaining that
words have lost their meaning, Joyce
feels that words should be recreated
out of the old substance so that they
may gain new values. His last two
novels offer an involved study in
semantics. Out of this chaos of halfspoken, half-muttered words Joyce
hopes to create a new emotional world
where the artist may again as ume his
old standing. At present, Joyce is
saying, we are living in an age of
despair, an age which has damned
the artist, an age which is on the
point of final corruption or death.
A new world will inevitably arise. In
this new world, religiou and moral
standards will be ab ent because they
presumably ruin the artist.
The reviewer would not want the
impre sion to obtain that Joyce i
totally impo sible to read. In prepara-

tion for this review your critic read
again Ulysses and the remarkable fact
is that the novel began to resolve
itself into intelligibility. Perhaps four
years from now Finnegans Wake may
assume the same characteristic.
Those who love the sound of words,
of phrases and words creating patterns
of music should read aloud the "resurrection" episode or some passage from
the Anna Livia chapter. The words
flow forward creating images of sheer
beauty. Regarding his use of words
and his technique as a novelist, Mary
Colum writes, "There are specific
points in technique in which it is
difficult to believe that any writer can
go beyond Joyce. One is the skill with
which he evokes a scene, an atmosphere, a personage, a group, without
ever once describing them or giving
hint as to who they are or where the
scene takes place. He is a master of
the evocative method, and if the
reader compares the opening of Ulysses with the opening of Sinclair
Lewis' It Can't Happen Here, he
will observe immediately the difference between the two methods, the
evocative and the descriptive."
MES JOYCE was born in Dublin
February 2, 1882. He attended a
Jesuit college before enrolling at
the Royal University in Dublin
where he recei ed his degree. He was
known as a precocious and headstrong student. Determined to leave
Dublin and its baleful influence, he
wandered many ears about the European Continent. t last he settled in
Pari where he re ide today. He has
returned a few time to Dublin to
gather more material. He is a master
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of seventeen languages, including
Greek, Sanskrit, and Arabic besides
all the major European languages.
His novel A Portrait of the Artist As
a Young Man foreshadows his future
developments as the creator of Ulysses (1922) and Finnegans Wake (19221939).

Dark Year
NOT PEACE BUT A SWORD. By

Vincent Sheean. Doubleday, Doran
& Co., New York. 1939. 362 pages.

$2.75.

NOTpaperPeacecorrespondent's
But a Sword is a newsaccount
of the astounding, history-making
events of the twelve months March
1938 to March 1939. These events as
they followed one another in swift succession on the European stage were
recorded in the metropolitan newspapers and variously analysed in magazine articles and editorial columns.
Vincent Sheean in Not Peace But a
Sword brings together the year's events
in one book. He does this so that each
event appears in relation to the others.
Significant happenings and personalities stand out in clear relief.
Throughout the nine chapters,
which make up the account, Mr. Sheean remains absolutely faithful to his
reputation as an excellent reporter.
The epilogue which he has added as
Chapter X serves simply to emphasize
that while the book is completed, the
march of historic e ents continues to
lead mankind into another worldwide war unless by some miraculous
development peace may yet be found.
Mr. Sheean, howe er, in writing his
account, does not leave room to doubt
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his own point of view, which is not
only frankly but fiercely anti-fascist.
He makes no effort to hide his contempt for the present leadership of
the socalled democratic powers. He is
convinced that this leadership, because of lack of courage and vision,
because of lack of faith in democracy
itself, constitutes the greatest single
factor in building the power of the
dictator nations.
The account of the "bloodless" conquest of Austria is especially interesting. The thousands of J ewish suicides
which inevitably followed the unspeakable physical and mental tortures to which the whole Jewish community was subjected, not to speak of
the outright murders committed by
Nazi gangsters are, of course, purely
"political incidents", not to be counted as real casualties. The story of November 10 to November 12, 1938,
which tells of the horrors that followed
the murder of a staff member of the
German Embassy in Paris at the hand
of a crazed young Polish Jew, is no
less significant. Mr. Sheean points out
that the conquest of Austria and the
subjection of Czecho lovakia were accomplished at the co t of plenty of
bloodshed and attended by suffering
so inhuman that little to surpas or
even to equal it is to be found in alJ
history. The worst result of the sy tematic per ecution of the Jew and
other minority group the auth r urns
up in the word , "i a subtle and profound moral degradation for e erybody concerned." This appli e pecially to the youth f the count
sy tematically de poiled f the pricele s sen e of the an tity of human lif ,
and gi en as a ub titute a blind e-
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• dience to a deified state (embodied in
Hitler, Goerring, Goebbels & Co). Deprived of all judgment and will of
their own what a tool the generation
so molded becomes in the hands of
ruthless madmen who know no law
other than their own mad lust for
power and the wielding of power!
poison that even now engulfs
T HE
the soul of German youth reaches
into all peoples. Mr. Sheean draws a
dismal picture of the evidence of the
growing callousness of the peoples of
the world in his description of the
meeting of the Inter-governmental
Committee called at the instigation of
our own government to discuss the
problem of Jewish refugees. Expressions of sympathy for the flight of the
refugees were heard in abundanceaccompanied by equally abundant
expressions of regret on the part of
nation after nation that each in its
turn really could offer little or no
room as a haven to the unfortunate
Jews. Is it possible, asks the author,
that the millions that now constitute
the citizenship of the democratic
countries have also been inoculated
with fear of the paltry thousands of
Jewish refugees each would need to
absorb in order to offer a new home
and new hope to the exiled German
Jew? And then, there is the surrender
of Munich surrounded by the chain
of conces ions by England and France
at the cost of essential human value ,
made to achie e peace-and the word
is more and more in evidence.
Mr. Sheean in hi wandering turn
always to the place , here hi tory is
being made. Hi mo t i id torie inolve common people. In Spain he

leads us among common soldiers, who
undoubtedly fought for an ideal accepting as their own the cry of La
Passionario "It is better to die on
your feet than live on your knees." In
Prague he sees the response of the
populace to the order to mobilize, the
readiness of a whole people to make
the supreme sacrifice if necessary. He
describes the tragic demonstration of
the same people in song and tears,
when in the words of the CzechoSlovakian Foreign Minister it became
evident that "our friends and allies
have imposed on us such terms as are
usually dictated to a defeated enemy."
He vividly pictures the entry of the
Fuehrer into Carlsbad and the dispirited retreat of the Czecho-Slovakian
troops. With him we meet the propaganda drugged German inn-keeper
steeped in sullen hatred, and Ring
Lardner's son Jim, animated by a
youthful response to what he conceived as an ideal worth fighting for.
Vincent Sheean has given us in Not
Peace But a Sword not only a running picture of the stirring historical
events of a twelve-month heavy with
epoch making happenings. He has
succeeded remarkably well in translating the march of events into terms of
the relationships, the hopes and fears
of living human beings. Despite the
apparent defeat of democracy in Europe and the ominously ri ing tide of
ruthle s dictator hip throughout the
world, Vincent heean retain a strong
faith in people a uch. This faith is
strengthened by the tubborn heroism
of republican pain and the plendid
pirit of the Czecho-Slo ak people a
each walked through the ordeal of fire,
and went dm n to apparent defeat
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fighting. This faith is the faith that
right must finally prevail over brute
might, a faith which every Christian
can and must share.
E.G. STEGER

Papal Power
THE VATICAN. By Joseph Bernhart; translated by George N.
Shuster. Longmans, Green and Co.,
New York. 1939. 446 pages. $4.00.
HIS book, a translation of the
German original, presents, in
fifteen chapters and 443 closely
printed pages, teeming with names
and packed with facts, an account of
the Roman papacy as a world power.
The learned author, a devoted son
of Rome, sweeps aside all rational
and historical argumentation against
the papal see by claiming for it
divine institution in the words once
addressed by Jesus to Peter, Matthew
16: 18, "Thou art Peter, and upon
this rock I will build my church."
He, too, must concede that the basis
upon which the church was to be
founded was the truth confessed by
Peter, but he ignores the implications
of that fact in so far as Rome's claims
for the pope's vicegerency of Christ
are concerned. He makes no effort to
reconcile John 20: 22, 23 with the
untenable claim that the power of
the keys was placed solely in Peter's
hands.
The non-Catholic reader, we believe, will be somewhat taken off his
feet by the seeming read ·ness of the
author frankly and honestly to admit
the historically undeniable political
scheming, corruption, and immorality which have played o important a
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part in papal history. Even so, the
presentation is not as objective as it
would seem. This becomes convincingly clear when the author speaks of
Luther, whom he presents as the tormented victim of sexual lust, a promoter of witchcraft, and the destroyer
of the church, from whose eye "there
looked heaven and also hell." (p. 252.)
This book seemed to us of special
value because it reveals, quite incidentally of course, to how great a
degree
present-day
international
rivalries, jealousies, and hatreds of
European countries may well be
placed on the door-step of Rome's
past political plotting and scheming.
Furthermore, no American can
read this book without becoming definitely persuaded of Rome's abiding
ambition for political power and
without learning to regard with fear
and trembling every manifestation of
Rome's political interests and overtures in the United States. Rome, as
the author says, "can adapt itself to
conditions but it never concedes a
point." (p. 421.) This should be borne
in mind by every American who
values religious liberty when he
listens to radio prie ts on political
subjects and when he hears of Rome'
activities at Washington.
Again, the facts a pre en ted in thi
volume are a convincing argument,
we believe, for the po ition that political potency on the part of an ecclesiastical b dy tands ompletely in
inver e ratio to i piritual influence.
The author view the hurch of
do all go d Catholics,
a ing hurch and regards
the only reasonable alternati e t
atholicism.
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The final chapter in the book is
devoted to a description of the
papacy's organizational machine. It
describes the duties of the pope, of
cardinals, and of bishops and shows
how down to minutest details everything in the smallest Roman congregation or mission is controlled from the
Vatican. If anyone has any illusions
concerning the Roman Church, we
would recommend the reading of this
volume, written by one who is
friendly to that church. It should
make for disillusionment.

Hearing Music
MUSIC AND THE LISTENER. By
Harry Allen Feldman. E. P. Dutton
and Company, New York. 1939.
205 pages. $2.00.
RITTEN primarily for those
who absorb their music by way
of the radio and in the numerous concert halls of our country, Mr. Feldman's book renders a distinctly
valuable service. The author believes
and sets forth with admirable clarity
that our attitude toward the output
of composers is dependent, to a large
extent, on the psychological process
known as "conditioning." "Stated very
simply," he declares, "this means that
our reactions and responses to any
stimuli (the things to which we respond and react) are affected by our
previous training, our experiences,
and our environment; they are colored by the attitudes and prejudices
which have developed as the result of
such experiences."
Sound and painstaking scholarship
has gone into the preparation of the
olume; but it is safe to say that many
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readers will not be disposed to welcome each and every one of its conclusions with undiscriminating applause. The author's own "conditioning" is reflected in the opinions he
expresses; and, in like manner, the
"conditioning" to which those who
study the book have been subjected
will sometimes cause them to shake
their heads in lively disagreement.
Concerning Brahms, Mr. Feldman
unburdens himself of the following
verdict: "By deliberately crushing all
human passion and sensuality in himself, Brahms eliminated those characteristics of sentiment, imaginativeness,
and tenderness which give color to the
personality, color which is reflected in
the creative efforts." Those, however,
who are fully acquainted with the
career of Brahms will find it exceedingly difficult to concur in such a notion.
The author opines that Bach's color
range "is limited to what might be
called black and white." But what,
pray, shall we say about the Cantor's
lavish use of chromaticism?
In the music of Mendelssohn, Mr.
Feldman finds "tone-color of moderate distinction" and goes on to say
that "the scope of the emotional expression is relatively narrow." Your
reviewer lustily applauds these statements; but it cannot be denied that
some students will say that they are
hopelessly out of kilter.
"The Schoenbergians," we are told,
"offer nothing more substantial than
the abolition of our conception of
consonance and dissonance." One
wonders.
Richard Strauss is referred to as
"one of the mo t ignificant of con-
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temporary composers," and Mr. Feldman agrees with the astute Romain
Rolland, who described Strauss as "a
curious compound of mud, debris,
and genius." Is there any one who
will venture to deny that a wealth of
wisdom is contained in this striking
pronouncement?
But when the writer of Music and
the Listener declares that in Haydn's
music "specific emotional expression
has not yet been encountered and the
intellectual elements are merely those
which relate to form," he is, to the
thinking of this reviewer, treading on
extremely dangerous ground.
All in all, the book is both instructive and stimulating. The author is
never nebulous in his opinions. We
are glad to observe that his reasoning
is always straightforward, even when
it happens to run counter to our own.
Is it not far better to write a book
representing originality and individuality of outlook than to put together
a series of more or less nondescript
platitudes which cause no one to bat
an eye? Is it not true that those who
descant most interestingly and most
helpfully on the fine arts inevitably
come into vigorous conflict with men
and women whose conceptions-due,
no doubt, to a different type of
"conditioning"-happen to be totally
at variance with the views which they
themselves propound? Is it not refreshing to hear a man speak his
mind about jazz in the following candid manner: "It is just as unreasonable to expect a great American symphony to emerge from swing a it
would be to expect the great American novel to evolve from the pulp
magazines. Admittedly, there is a
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place in our design for living for
swing and symphonic jazz, but let us
not be too sanguine as to its possibilities."
The author of Music and the Listener deserves a large audience.

The Dank Tarn Bridged
THE ANATOMY OF MELANCHOLY. By Robert Burton. Edited

by the Rev. A. R. Shilletto, M.A.,
with an introduction by A. H. Bullen. (Bohn's Popular Library.) G.
Bell and Sons, Ltd., London. Vol.
I, 1926; vols. II and III, 1927. 1387
pages. 2s per vol.
worthy author of the
A VERY
eighteenth century who seldom
saw the morning sun except when he
came home a little later than usual,
said of Burton's Anatomy that it was
the only book which ever got him out
of bed two hours sooner than he
wished to rise. In the realm of literature Dr.Johnson's saying are still current coin, and knowing how dearly he
loved his bed o' morning , one feel
certain that this was no compliment
to be apprai ed in farthing or halfpence.
Burton first publi hed hi unusual
work at Oxford in 1621, with a considerably lengthened title and under
the pseudonym of Democritu Juni r.
Wading gaily through the lough of
Despond from Latin quotation t
Latin quotation, over a lender, makehift bridge of artle
ngl · h pr e,
he managed to traver e the wh led. mal fen and arrive a(ely at the oppo ite brink, hi legs p rhap a bit
muddy, but at I ast unb wed. It ·
a fa cinating book for any literate
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person, just as a morass is fascinating for a young marine biologist-and
in the same measure dangerous. In
writing it, Burton's purpose was to
divert his own melancholy, and in
this he appears to have succeeded; but
to attempt to follow him would probably bog most melancholiacs still
more deeply in despair. The mud is
too deep where they are. The circumspect general reader, on the other
hand, may find Burton wise and
witty, interesting and informative,
not very original, certainly, but an
excellent compiler. He hoarded quotations as a squirrel hoards nuts;
they are mostly in the shell and very
hard to crack; but, with the help of
George's unabridged Latin dictionary,
a paragraph a day of Burton's
Anatomy will make a man learned
by and by, at least after a fashion.
ERHAPS Burton was too good an
Panatomist.
Confronted with his result, the reviewer feels like all the
King's horses and all the King's men.
He cannot put it together againwhich was all that was left for him
to do. That it goes beyond mere
pedantry is evident: else it would
not have retained its popularity so
remarkably well. Burton himself was
kept busy revising it all his life, and
it went into six editions before he
died, the last of them, however, published posthumously. All were folios
save the first, which was a quarto.
Even in our own times the charm of
this curious book has been such that
it has been reprinted again and again.
The Bohn Library alone has published four editions of it since 1893.
The present edition is a small duo-

decimo. It contains a long introduction (xxx pp.) dealing with Burton's
life and work, followed by a facsimile
of the famous engraved title page by
Le Blond which first appeared in the
third edition (1628) and which served
also as a fronti£piece. The verses explanatory of the illustrations are on
the opposite page. Turning the leaf
we have a dedication of the seventh
edition (1660) to Lord Berkeley, and
following this the Latin poem, Democritus Junior ad Librum Suum,
with its English translation. Then
come the familiar sprightly English
verses which display Burton as a very
able poet for his time, beginning:
When I go musing all alone,
Thinking of divers things fore-known,
When I build castles in the air,
Void of sorrow and void of fear
Pleasing myself with phantasms sweet,
Methinks the time runs very fleet.
All my joys to this are folly.
Naught so sweet as melancholy.
Next in order is Burton's own long
introduction to his work (vol. I, pp.
11-141), after which there is a brief
exordium addressed "to the reader
who employs his leisure ill" (which,
it may be hoped, does not include
the reviewer), beginning, belligerently enough, "Whoever you are, I warn
not to insult the Author of this work,
or to cavil and mock at him." Then
comes "The Synopsis of the First
Partition," which covers four pages
and prove (what otherwise might
seem doubtful to the casual reader)
that Burton had a ery definite plan
for hi work and followed it. And
now, finally, one arrive at the first
Partition, the first Section, Member,
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Subsection-in fine, the beginning of
the text, which has the advantage of
a very complete index (vol. III, pp.
497-550). This last, with the help of
the comprehensive synopsis at the beginning of each volume, may help
to make the work available as a cyclopedia of unfamiliar quotations.
Burton spent his mature life entirely at Oxford as a cloistered
scholar. A clergyman, he had two livings but held them, he says, "with
much ado," perhaps because he passed
most of his time in reading and at
least part of his leisure in casting
horoscopes or lounging about at the
waterside. In his book he showed
himself a whimsical fellow. In life
and death he appears to have been
the same. Remembering a certain
epigram adapted from Martial, it is
pleasant to note that by the terms of
his will he le£ t 40s to Dr. Fell of
Christ Church. It shows, at any rate,
that someone liked poor Dr. Fell.
ELDOR PAUL SHULLS

NoTE: Copies of this edition are
possibly still to be had from the
Union Library Association, 367-373
Fourth Avenue, New York City, at
$1.59 for the three-volume set. If
ordered from G. Bell and Sons, the
shilling must be reckoned at -fc,
U.S. currency, to cover import duties.
Postage is extra.

Pity the Man
MEN CAN TAKE IT. By

Elizabeth
Hawes. Random House, ew York.
1939. 275 pages. 2.00.
lf AST year Liz Hawes wrote Fash-

L

ion is Spinach
HE CRESSET,
August, 1938, p. 52). Remember her?
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She spent three years in Paris, among
the dressmakers, and now she is one
of the best known designers of
women's clothing in New York.
Dresses in her shop begin at about
$200. She is anxious, however, to do
something for those sisters in Eve of
hers who have to buy their clothes
ready-made, and so she is trying to
have that silly thing called Fashion
kicked out of the world. She feels
that if it were not for the nonsensical
changing of fashion every six months,
the ninety-nine and a half per cent of
American women who now have to
strain their resources or buy shoddy,
could have more sensible and make
more beautiful clothes of better material at less cost. That is her theme
in Fashion is Spinach.
And now, in Men Can Take It,
Liz comes to the aid of her brothers
in Adam. The great trouble with
their clothes, she feels, is not that they
change in fashion but that they are
utterly impractical and uncomfortable, especially in summer. Con ider,
for instance, the fact (quoted from
Boake Carter's column) that ''the
average woman's ummer co tume
amounts to 1 pound, 11 ounce , while
the average man walks around in
vestments totaling 5 pound, 9
ounces." "Women in sandal and
soft chiffon dre es parade b id
men in woolen ui and collar and
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though a few people may wear silk, or
cotton-not the right people. Over
your skin is some thin cotton underwear. Over the shorts goes a pair of
trousers, over the undershirt goes an
overshirt. Around the neck the collar
is fastened, and a tie is tied under
the collar. Over the whole works there
sometimes, but now seldom, goes a
vest, and always there goes on top a
short coat." - This is about the usual
outfit-isn't it?-though it seems like a
lot of stuff to haul around.

uz•s pet peeve is the collar-and-tie
part of men's costume. A nonwilt collar is made of six thicknesses
of, say, densely woven broadcloth.
The tie adds three thicknesses. "To
put nine thicknesses of material
around your neck with the temperature above 75 is utterly ridiculous under any circumstances."-Come to
think of it, she's right; and "ridiculous" is a mild word for such idiocy.
We men, it seems, think we must carefully encase our bodies at least twice
over and then tie the top of the sack
ninefold, for fear that some fresh air
might after all get at our skins. Why
do we do it? Because of the power of
tradition and lack of imagination, I
ween. You can read in the book how
our present-day outfits came to be invented by the early leaders of the
Industrial Revolution in England.
They needed heavy shoes on the cobbled London street -hence we wear
such shoes on our smooth sidewalks.
They had to have wool and warmth
for their chilly, foggy climate-hence
we provide it for the scorching summers of Kansas City and Omaha. And
British stolidity, soberness, and wood-

enness have set the cut and the colors.
Liz is all for having men go in for
comfort, color, and soft, light, and
washable materials-yes, and suspenders instead of belts. She believes that
slack suits are a step in the right
direction because they do not bind
the body anywhere and leave the neck
free. She realizes, however, that the
chief obstacle in the way of male
sartorial emancipation are the women,
and she minces no words on that
point. The cover evaluates her book
as "a frontal attack on barbaric male
attire and barbaric females who help
to perpetuate it." The usual male
complaint is, "My wife doesn't want
me to be comfortable in my clothes."
"My wife don't let me go around
without a coat." "My wife . . . my
wife . . . " The solution of the difficulty, Liz thinks, may lie "in abolishing part of the women."
Some telling shots are fired at certain types of women which occur outside of THE CRESSET circle. "Oh, the
better type of white-collar wife! They
are just one big unhappy family all
over the U. S. A. They have found
out how to have a maximum of spare
time, and they are busy driving themselves and everyone else mad filling it
up. They have discovered how to
keep their husbands in fear of losing
them, although why their husbands
want to keep them is food for
thought." "If Father seems to be getting the idea that Mother isn't really
overworked, Mother is apt to have a
nervous collapse. She learned how
from her mother." "Girls are taken on
cruises and to Europe. This is not
for the purpo e of having them sow
their wild oats. It is so they can COJA,
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plain all the time after they're married that they haven't been on a
cruise or to Europe since they were
married." "A large number of women
have the jitters and take it out in
buying new clothes."
More power to Liz (and a more
lady-like diction, in spots)! She deserves well of the menfolk. And may
we live to see the day when we men
will get up our courage and adopt
her sensible ideas-when only dogs
will wear collars and ministers will
again preach with their throats unconfined, as did the Lord and His apostles.

Dark Pattern
By Courtney Ryley Cooper. Little, Brown
and Company. Boston. 1939. 372
pages.
REPORTER "takes a year off"
to look into a viewpoint. He
wants to find out what has happened
to the balance and the common sense
of so many young people causing
crime statistics for boys in their teens
to run so high and the white slaver
to say these days that it is easier than
ever to argue girls into prostitution.
He sets out to devote himself to
angles of prostitution and crime and
"what becomes of kids who get
tangled up in such things," and uncovers numerous bypaths and labyrinths of law infraction, where few
people believe crime to exist, particularly crime with sex motivation
affecting boys and girls. The results
of these findings he offers in this very
readable and, some would say, sensational study in sociology.
DESIGNS IN SCARLET.

A
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The viewpoint that disturbed J.
Edgar Hoover, Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, because
it represented the outlook of thousands of silly girls, and which sent
Cooper on his quest was expressed
in a letter by a well-educated girl
that prostitution was a gold mine to
be explored at no risk to health,
standing or morals. The reporter
found it did represent the viewpoint
of hundreds of girls interviewed, like
Gracie, seventeen, a junior in high
school, a percentage girl at one of
the usual run of bar and dance night
spots, who boasted that she made
more money on Saturday night than
her mother made in a week; or like
Jeanne with the wanderlust, just tired
of Great Falls and looking for excitement; or like those thirty girls
invited by a panderer in the presence
of the reporter to get into the "business," ushers, waitresses, girls he had
met at dances, cocktail bars, near
schools, at picture shows or flirted
with on the street. Not once in the
whole evening was this man reviled.
And they all accepted as well-known
facts his statement that since they
looked like any of a dozen movie
stars, they certainly were too good to
be wasting their lives for pennie . Or
like Betty, eighteen, a high school
graduate, waitress in a road ide Dine
and Dance, hired with the inducement that she would have "opp rtunities to make extra money," who e
philosophy was exp e ed thu , "I
suppo e ther are lo of girl wh
work in place like thi that d n't g
in for men. Maybe they know h w
to make more tip than I do . . . or
they're just old f.a hioned and never
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got started and think there's something terrible about it. I don't see
any difference between dating just
one fellow and doing the other, do
you? Besides, you want things . . .
so ..."
Lest anyone think these girls are
just a few wage slaves forced into
this position by economic pressure,
we are told, "Here was no case of
emergency, nor even of ignorance
or poverty. Nevertheless, this kid of
middle-class background, sufficiently
educated to hold a respectable job,
neat, alert and pretty, was voicing a
timeworn alibi of case hardened prostitutes." The picture takes on somewhat alarming proportions when we
read the chapters on "Wandering
Youth," "Tomorrow's Outlaw," "Why
Work for Pennies?" "For Value Received," "White Slave 1939," and
meet up with statements like this,
"One bawdy-house alone, in a Midwestern city, has a waiting list of
more than five hundred girls under
eighteen years of age."
HE viewpoint of the boys interT viewed
by the reporter, boys in
their teens caught in crime of some
kind repeatedly, is usually expressed
in this way, "Oh, I got along about
the age when I began looking at the
girls," as if that explained everything
satisfactorily. So they began committing crimes to obtain easy money for
drinks and to spend on girls. The reporter claim , "In almost every ca e
he (the youthful criminal) will threaten your life, your well-being and
your ecurity for some cause which
ha to do with a girl."
gain, le t we consider this a trivial

matter, stat1st1cs are quoted and examples submitted by the score to show
how crime among the youth of our
land is decidedly on the increase.
Annually 175,000 young persons
seventeen years of age and under are
said to come in conflict with the law.
In 17 cities surveyed the annual increase of juvenile crime is given at
11 %· Police chiefs in two cities,
where the oft-stated excuses of slums,
poverty and environment are at a
minimum, reported that at least 50%
of all crimes were committed by
youths under twenty and 80% of
robberies, burglaries and auto thefts.
Before we therefore dismiss as an
extravagant conclusion such statement as this by the reporter, "The
crimes, the degeneracy, prostitution,
drug addiction, slavery, peonage
about which this volume shall attempt
to tell the stark truth extend their
tendrils into a minimum of more
than half the homes in America," we
should consider the evidence he submits. His material was collected by
means of personal interviews in high
schools, wardens' offices and in the
brawling night life of cheap taverns,
bagnios and the like. It was obtained
in co-operation with the Federal Bureau of Inve tigation, the Post Office
Inspection Department, the Federal
Bureau of arcotics, police departments, parole and probation boards,
offices of di trict attorneys and a number of other federal bureaus and public officer . f ter reading ju t the one
chapter, "Pri ately Printed," the reviewer is not ready to declare that
e en the above conclu ion is too
much of an overstatement.
The reporter does not try to prove
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that youth as youth is "busily headed
for hell." On the contrary, he states,
"The plaint of the lugubrious that
all of youth has become soft, silly,
and weakneed, is not true." He sees
a strong current in the upward direction for great bodies of young
people, but adds, "as the drunken
swarms of the Dine and Dance indicate a downswirl." He does have much
to say about the loose morals, the
paganism and the eager readiness of
too much of youth to choose the easy
way, but he has more to say about
the cruel selfishness of adults, at
whose door he lays the blame for the
conditions he deplores. He is amazed
that so much of our you th has been
able to thread its way, without ill
effect and to worthwhile achievemen ts, through so many tangles of
unfair conditions and deadfalls deliberately placed by older persons.
The former bootlegger turned obscenity peddler, the tavern owner
using sex as a lure in selling of liquor,
the publisher of confession magazines
glorifying prostitution and crime,
corrupt officials, slick procurers, easy
going juvenile officers are some of
these adults he indicts. But his chief
attack is leveled against the brokendown home and particularly against
careless, indulgent easy-going, pampering parents. The churches come
in for their share of the blame, be-
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cause so many have "abandoned their
position as guardians of public
morals" and gone into Bingo and
other such money-making schemes in
competition with the underworld. In
the last chapter, "So What?", the
reporter offers some "old-fashioned,
common-sense remedies to check the
progress of the growth." It is worth
reading. We regret that he does not
seem to know the "power of God"
which changes hearts and minds of
men.
book may be called sensaT HE
tional only because of the unvarnished facts and the stark and sometimes frightening picture it present
of crime and vice feeding on too large
a fraction of our youth, brutally destroying bodies and soul . The reporter, shaken out of his equanimity
by the survey he made, de ignedly
wrote without varnish, because he felt
that other and more heltered per on
should feel the wallop he got. F r thi
reason we agree with the publi her
that this book "i not written for
children, moron or sensation eekers," but it might well be read by
every adult that care for the welf ar
of youth and by e ery parent hat
bears the re p n ibility of r aring
that youth.
ARNO DH.

vehicles are now paying a fair
share of highway costs. If not, they
should be made to do so. Low
rates should be the constant aim
of transportation policy. The railroads should reduce costs through
effecting consolidations and coordinations, and labor displaced
through such action should be
given a graduated dismissal allowance. A rehabilitation of the railroads and the development and
functioning of a wise national
transportation policy could be expected to contribute considerably
to general economic recovery.

The
AUGUST
Magazines
Each month THE CRESSET
presents a check list of important articles in leading
magazines which will be of
interest to our readers.

The Press and the People-A
Survey

Fortune
The Third For tune Round
Table
Fifteen leading transportation
men (the chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission, two
railroad presidents, two leaders of
railway labor, etc.) discuss the
knotty problem of the railroads
and try to find a solution. Though
they strongly disagree on certain
points, a considerable area of
agreement emerges. All competing
forms of transport, they hold,
should be equally regulated, provided the natural advantages of
each are not destroyed. It should,
for instance, be e tabli hed by impartial inquiry whether motor
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What place do the newspapers
hold in the life and opinion of the
American people? An analysis of
the results of a survey in Fortune
offers some interesting answers.
63.8 per cent of the people get
most of their news about what is
going on from the newspapers;
25.4 from the radio; 3.1 from both;
the rest from other sources. Comparing newspaper and radio (in
that order), the vote on giving
news more quickly i 12.9 against
83; on gi ing news more fully,
79.6 again t 13.2; on giving it
more accurately, 38.3 again t 38;
on being freer from prejudice,
I 7. I again t 49. 7.
interpreter
of news, 39.3 prefer radio commentators, 25.9 newspaper editori-
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als, 10. 7 newspaper columnists,
18.4 have no choice, and 5.7 don't
know. If newspaper and radio had
conflicting versions of the same
story, 40.3 would believe the radio
and 26.9 the newspaper. The public has a poor opinion of the press's
truthfulness when certain people
and interests are involved. The
yes-and-no vote on partiality follows: toward friendly politicians,
65.8 (14.8); friends of the publisher, 63.3 (14.3); big advertisers, 60.6
(18.5);
business, 50.1
(29.6);
unions, 41.5 (31.8). The percentages not accounted for, in each
case, "don't know."

The Atlantic Monthly
The Indispensable Opposition
By

WALTER LIPPMANN

When the manifestation of hate
seems to be the principal hallmark
of our age, it is remarkable to note
the Ii p service being made to freedom of speech. Walter Lippmann
points out that freedom of speech
does not consist merely in having
a dozen rows of soapboxes which
dissidents may mount to expres
their viewpoint. Freedom of
speech exists so that the oppo ition may speak and be Ii tened to.
The end of all talk is to find the
truth. Men must meet in debate,
face to face, as they do in the
American enate. Furthermore, to
make democracy work there mu t
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be effective opposition to the majority. "The opposition is indispensable. A good statesman, like
any other sensible human being,
always learns more from his opponents than from his fervent supporters." The trouble with totalitarian states is aptly characterized
in the sublimely crazy legend
scribbled on the walls of the
houses of Italian peasants, "Mussolini is always right." Mr. Lippmann writes brilliantly on another facet of the eternal debate
between democracy and dictatorship.

Harper's
Seascape with Figures
By LEO ARD BACON
Of the Augu t issue the editors
say that they are "omitting all
discussion of world problem and
concentrating upon fiction and
narrative of per onal experience,
by way of a hot-weather holiday."
That they have succeeded in pr viding reading matter whi h i
heer enjoyment i demon trated
perhap m t clearly by the appealing ontributi n of L na d
Bacon. Its app al lie n t nly in
the vividne with , hi h th r 1
charm f Hawaii h
n augh
and expr
d, but al
in h
brilliant
mmen
" hi h gi e
added enjoyment nd alue t the
refre hing d
iptions. he para-
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graphs on the "racial color-blindness" of the Island struck us particularly. We should not liked to
have missed this completely delightful reading.

Eating Through Africa
By

EUGENE WRIGHT

The author describes his trip
across the Sahara and down into
the Congo with a special emphasis upon the native food and the
possibilities of "living off the
land." The fact that the author
gained seventeen pounds during
the trip of eleven months is perhaps the most convincing recommendation for the wisdom of his
resolve to eat what and as the
natives eat. It is an interesting
description of a Sahara journey
with an added appeal to devotees
of the culinary arts.

As I Remember Groton School
By

GEORGE BIDDLE

Groton School in Massachusetts
is known for its exclusiveness as
"The Little Gold School House,"
and also, at present, as the Alma
Mater of President Roosevelt.
George Biddle, the famous sculptor and painter, recalls his years
at Groton and attempts to evaluate them. He is not at all sentimentally attached to Groton
chool nor to its Rector. Judged

by its percentage of successful
graduates, Groton School "is not
entirely a successful experiment."
Mr. Biddle asks the engaging
question, "It it the educational
system or the material-the social
and financial aristocracy of America-that is responsible?" This article is a chapter of George Biddle's Autobiography which is soon
to be published.

Forum
Labor, Here's Your Chance
By

HENRY GODDARD LEACH (Editor)

Forum, which has long been
friendly to labor, feels moved to
address a word of caution to
American unions against taking
unfair advantage of their power.
The building trades of ew York
City seem to have used the
World's Fair as an opportunity to
mulct exhibitors, especially those
from foreign countrie , in the
most unfair and shameless ways.
This is not the fir t time that the
good citizenship of unions engaged in the building trades has
been under suspicion. The prohibitive cost ari ing from their
extortions is one of the chief obstacles to the revi al of re idential
building in the United States.
Labor must be fair and reasonable
if it i to serve its own interest
and that of the nation.
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San Antonio: The Shame of
Texas
By

RALPH MAITLAND

This terrible indictment of San
Antonio by one who is himself a
citizen of that town was probably
written in the hope that an exposure of the vile conditions that
obtain there might lead to a
change. San Antonio is presented
as the plague spot of the Lone
Star State, a quagmire of crime,
enormous portions of whose area
are given over to unspeakable
filth, vice, and degradation. The
unholy alliance of politicians and
criminals which is the disgrace of
so many American cities, has long
been in control. Why do the good
citizens not rise and clean house?
It seems that decent people are in
a hopeless minority in San Antonio and that, perhaps, even most
of its "quality" folk profit from
vice and slum conditions. San Antonio appears to be a good place
to stay away from.

What I Believe
By

LLEWEL YN POWYS

Powys says rather poorly and
incoherently what many Epi-
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cureans have said more fluently
before him: Let us cater to our
senses, for there is no God and no
future life! What he offers is
all old-fashioned stuff-as oldfashioned as his grandmotherly
belief that men are "supplied with
five senses" (and there are four
elements-eh, Llewelyn?). He ay,
"The true vision of life i the
poetic vision, and a man can do
nothing better than to enjoy eating and drinking, making lov ,
playing with children, and talking
philosophy with old friend ."
"True religion is to honor and to
worship life, and true morality
should have but one aim-p rsonal happiness." Who e per onal
happiness? One's own, of ~our e.
Listen! "The purpose of ex1 tence
is to live freely, fearle ly, and
fully, to prog and prog for a
much personal happine as we
can get without adding to the unhappiness of others" (hi itali ).
So true morality i ju t plain elfishnes I And that po r pr i
about other ' unhapin
i imply poppycock. b a tly m rality,
Llewelyn-for uch a r gard th
el e a be t and want to
bea ts.

THE

MOTION
PICTURE

THE CRESSET examines samples of
Hollywood offerings.

BACHELOR MOTHER (RKO-

Radio)
Although Ginger Rogers, David
Niven, and Charles Coburn appear in this picture, Bachelor
Mother is primarily a director's
picture. Garson Kanin who did a
superb job on two Grade B
movies, A Man to Remember and
The Great Man Votes, puts his
stars through a series of farcical
situations which ought to extract
laughter from the sourest. Ginger
Rogers finds a baby on her doorstep. Desperately he tries to convince her friend that the child is
not hers. Threadbare as the situa66

tion is, Director Kanin shows that
he has learned many lessons from
Frank Capra. He might have underlined the risque in the plot. To
his credit he did not. Notice how
Kanin handles crowds, how the
most trivial detail in a sales girl's
life assumes new importance, how
utterly prosaic his people are
down to their wilted collars and
frumpy dresses. He can take the
trappings of Main Street and give
them a feeling of immediacy and
dramatic value. We shall discuss
Garson Kanin at greater length
another time. Meanwhile watch
him. One or two off-color scenes.
The title is designed for the peepshow trade.
SECOND FIDDLE (20th Century-Fox)
This is a Sonja Renie picture.
Apparently, Sonja and her bosses
feel that she is more than just the
world's best figure skater. In this
movie she skates incidentally. Her
main job is to run through all
sorts of stage business. Sonja is a
school teacher in Bergen, Minnesota. That explains her accent.
How a school teacher with such
an accent ever got through Moorhead State Teachers College remains a mystery. There must have
been a slip-up omewhere. Anyway, pretty soon the scenario
writer decides to take Sonja to
Hollywood where he mu t endure all sorts of humiliatioru from
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the nastiest people in Hollywood.
In the end we know that she will
skate into the sunset of unending
marital bliss. Sonja is still a
mighty good figure skater.
THE MAN IN THE IRON
MASK (United Artists)
Alexander Dumas' cloak and
sword melodrama filmed for the
fifth (or sixth?) time. Louis Hayward fences as gracefully as Douglas Fairbanks, Joan Bennett
swoons with the best of them, but
it's just as well if you stayed away.
Maybe it was the draught on our
neck but we couldn't get excited.
We don't think you will either.
ON BORROWED TIME (MetroGoldwyn-Mayer)
When Americans in Hollywood
decide to be whimsical about
death, the result is apt to be extremely pathetic. As a stage play,
On Borrowed Time was saved by
the brilliant acting of Dudley
Digges as Gramps, a crotchety old
gentleman. In the screen version
Lionel Barrymore growls and
jerks and twitches through the
role and remains Lionel Barrymore to the finish. Sir Cedric
Hardwicke, as the salesman, is
good, but the combined acting
talent of Mr. Barrymore and Sir
Hardwicke doesn't stop eightyear-old Mr. Watson from stealing
the picture. Gramp tree Death
for a short time. He wants to get
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things straightened out for Pud,
his grandson. It doesn't take
Gramps very long to discover that
life on this globe would become
awfully snarled up if Life and
Death did not sign mutual trade
pacts. For those who want to shed
a tear, heave a sigh, and think. that
death is amusing, On Borrowed
Time might be the thing. The
blasphemy has been deleted from
the screen version.
THE OLD DARK HOUSE (Uni'>'ersal)
This is a British production released in the United State
through Universal. J. B. Priestly'
Old Dark House has long been
one of our favorite mystery yarns.
All kinds of suspense, madmen,
crazy butlers, and feeble-minded
old maids are mixed together in
a satisfyingly terrific blood urdling hodgepodge. ow the no el
has been succe sfully tran lated t
the screen. trangely enough, no
one is murdered. But a numb r
of thing happen when a group of
traveler get hung up on a t rmy
night in an evil-lo king Id ountry hou e. There i a tepid love
affair; a money-mad manufacturer
bares hi oul; and a hu band and
wife redi cover their lo e f r n an ther. harl Lau hton,
Karloff, and aym nd
ey ar
in the movie. Raym nd
y
make a better age
he
camera man d e
of
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credit for adding to the general
eery feeling. For an evening when
you have absolutely nothing else
to do and want to forget all about
Tientsin and Danzig.
TARZAN FINDS A SON
We lift our brows in amazement
when we read on page 80 of the
July 22, 1939, issue of the Saturday Evening Post that, in the
opinion of Alva Johnston, Edgar
Rice Bunoughs is "the greatest
living writer"; but we know that
the long-drawn-out series of tales
about Tarzan's adventures among
the apes have brought many,
many dollars into the resourceful
author's pockets and that the
movies inspired by the strange
stories have been enormously
profitable. The latest picturization
is as wildly fantastic as its predecessors. Superb photography contributes much to the value of the
film. The performances given by
Johnny Wei smueller, as the clean-

shaven Tarzan, by John Sheffield,
as the boy, and by Maureen O'Sullivan, as Tarzan's helpmate, are
excellent. M-G-M fathers the diverting and highly popular production.
THE OKLAHOMA KID (Warner Bros.)
Perhaps this review is a trifle
belated but we thought a mention
of the movie ought to be made.
The Oklahoma Kid is one of those
rip-roaring, two-gun totin' westerns done in Grade A style. James
Cagney as the Oklahoma Kid is
the outlaw with a price on his
head. As the Robin Hood of early
Tulsa he pursues the Whip McCord (Humphrey Bogart) gang
relentlessly for having lynched his
father from the courthouse porch.
There's also a girl in the plot but
the six-shooters are more important. The movie is genuine Americana. Fine adult family entertainment.

*

The Noble SaYage
"The dictatorship of the proletariat is not a dictatorship by any actual proletariat. But the Worker, or the
ew _oble Savage, is a useful figment in the name of
whose theoretical will any course of conduct may be pursued and in whose interests the happine , or even the
life, of any concrete workingman may be acrified." - JoSEPH W 00D K.RUTCH

LETTERS
to the

EDITOR
Light on Palestine
(From Theo. Buenger
St. Paul, Minn.)
SIR:

The conquerer of Jerusalem during
the World War, the English General
Allenby, had the most bitter disappointment of his life when England
made a scrap of paper of the treaty
he had made with the Arabs that
they should govern Palestine, if they
would join him against the Turks,
who had held the sway over that
country for hundreds of years and
were now defending it under the
leadership of Germany. Allenby conquered Jerusalem by three means: by
the "Tin Lizzy," by airplane, and,
last but most important, by thou and
of camels the Arabs had supplied. The
large t number of camels were u ed
in that campaign that had ever been
gathered in the hi tory of the world;
one authority place it at 60,000.
The Arab soon found that they
were not made masters of the land,
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but that England used its mandate
not in the interest of their allied
Arabs, just as France was abu ing it
mandate in Syria, and soon had the
uprising of the Druses. The cause of
the most stinging disappointment wa
the Zionistic movement; that the
refugee Jews were settled in Palestine.
I was in Palestine in 1926 and found
bitter resentment on the part of the
Arabs. The liberal contribution of
the Zionists the world over, made it
possible to acquire the most fertile
tracts for the refugees in the plain of
Esdraelon, Southern Galilee, and in
the old Phili taea near Joppa, and to
equip them with modern agricultural
machinery, while the Arab wer
treading their grain with oxen and
winnowing it by means of the wind
of Galilee and J udaea.
The point made in the letter i
correct: Palestine cannot nouri h a
population of more than about
1,000,000. You can place ten Pale tines in the tate of Minn ota, and
then you have only small par el of
the land fit for agriculture. You ha
that backbone exten ion of the ebanon range running in the nt r f
the country d wn to J eru alem and
Hebron, at time to an altitude
almost 3000 feet. I wa a toni hed at
the lack of informati n on th part
of Pre ident oo evelt when he r cently sugge ted that all th J ,
who are refugee e ettled in P l he 300,000 Zi ni
, h
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a pen friend in Jerusalem, Miss Najla
Tannous to Miss Lydia Dierks:
Jerusalem, 28th, Nov. 1938
DEAR MADAM,

As Palestinian Christian Arab girls
we would like to bring our case to
your kind consideration. 300,000 Jews
have been forcibly imposed upon us
against our will and protests. We by
no means hate the Jews, but we most
energetically oppose the Zionist policy
which aims at getting a Jewish majority in our own country where we
have been living uninterruptedly for
the last thirteen centuries. We oppose
a policy which aims at placing us in
the same position as the Jews are at
present in Europe-namely minority.
The unnatural experiment of Great
Britain in Palestine is the cause of all
misery, poverty and oppression
through which we have been going
tor the last two and a half years. Our
men, sons and brothers are being
persecuted and oppressed in the most
inhuman way, because they defend
their natural rights, because they love
their home and want to stick to it.
For 18 years the Arabs of Palestine
have tried every peaceful way to make
Great Britain understand their cause,
but all was in vain. We have sent innumerable protests, petitions, have
made peaceful demonstrations, delegations went to London, eight Commissions of British Experts were sent
to Palestine to investigate our conditions (and these commissions have
mostly reported in our favour), but
the British Government has never acknowledged any of our rights. Not
even. our simple request in 1936 to restrict Jewish immigration only until

the Royal Commission had published
its report was answered. The continuous preferential treatment of the
Jews, the false policy of the Government, the unspeakable oppression of
a peaceful people drove us to despair,
to revolution, to this fight for life or
death. The Arabs have never revolted
against Turkey-the Moslem Government-although not civilized as the
British people, because they treated
us justly-even more Christianlike
than we are, being treated now.
Our men are being put in concentration camps in thousands, houses
are being blown up because some unknown person-who was never caught
-fired on soldiers from the direction
or in the neighborhood of certain
villages, provisions of the poor peasants are being destroyed while
searches are being conducted. People
-who do not understand English,
who do not read or write and who
have no means of hearing the wireless-are shot down because they break
curfew regulations-regulations of
which they knew nothing. Believe
that all the above is true-and that
we can supply you with examples if
you wish so. Let us only mention the
following: During the siege of the
Old City of Jerusalem 23 people were
killed, 6 of whom were women, 3
children, 2 blind and one very old
man who was sitting in his window
reading his holy book the Qoran.
Have these 12-55% been shot dead
by stray bullets? If so, then it is to
be regretted that the soldiers do not
get a better training.
We all most strongly condemn the
way in which the Jews are being persecuted in Christian Europe, but do

'
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you expect the Mohammedans-and
most of the inhabitants of Palestine
and the Near East are Mohammedans
-to be more humanitarian than the
followers of Christ? Have we to suffer
in the overcrowded land of Palestine
to make room for the Jews? This
small country will never solve the
Jewish problem.
Not more than l½ millions at the
maximum can be supported by Palestine which is poor in water, poor in
good soil, and poor in natural resources. Every statement to the contrary-as declared by Zionist propaganda-is untrue. Jewish undertakings
and Jewish colonies are loaded with
debts despite the millions of pounds
which have been poured in the
country.
We implore you to help us, your
Christian sisters in the country of
our Lord and Saviour. The ladies of
Great Britain and the United States,
would rise, voice and work for justice, justice for us, justice for the
Jewish people, and if such an injustice which aims at the eradication of
the natural rights of the Arabs, in
their own homeland, continues, as it
did for the last twenty years, it will
result in a very severe persecution of
the Jews in all Mohammedan countries-a result which we would hate to
see.
The last statement of Great Britain
which was issued on the eve of ovember 9 was a sure sign of her yielding again to Jewish pre sure. Wa it
really impossible for Great Britain
to give a definite policy after twenty

years of experience, eight British
Commission reports, thousands of protests and petitions, the visit of the
Colonial Secretary to Palestine, that
of the High Commissioner to London,
and the terrible misery, poverty, and
oppression to the Arab people? We
have suffered for twenty years-do
you like or expect us to suffer longer
for no other reason but to please
an alien race whose difficul tie can
never be solved by Palestine?
Please help us.
SIGNATURES OF
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Department of Correction
SIR:
With regard to the "Hollywood
sample," "Five Came Back," whi h
you reviewed in the Augu t i ue, I
should like to say that I agre with
your evaluation of the film. I f el,
however, that corrections are in order.
First: Chester Morri and Kent
Taylor, not llen Jenkins, are the
pilots. Allen Jenkins i the gangste
whose charge is a fell w gang ter'
small son.
Second: Wendy Hiller, whom you
credited with a mall part, ha
played in only one film o date, iz.,
"Pygmalion," in whi h h b cam
a tar overnight. It wa Wendy
Barrie who play d the r 1 f
tary to the
ial i n and d
mention for that part.

I r
ew Britain,

Contributors=Problems=Final Notes
motion picture critic who made
the errors to which our correspondent from New Britain, Connecticut, calls attention in the Letter
Column this month. Undoubtedly
the artistic temperament is not always
as accurate as it
should be. Henceforth the department will be
checked more carefully by our names
and dates expert.

W

E ARE especially proud of
our two major articles this
month. Each in its own way carries overtones which we are sure
our readers will recognize. R. R.
Caemmerer (On Being Right) is pastor
of Mt. Olive
Church, St. Louis,
Missouri. Richard
A. Jesse (The Passing of Fuzzy) is
Pastor of Trinity
Church, East St.
Louis, Illinois. The
latter has appeared
in our columns several times as a poet,
but this is his first
venture into prose.

The

EditorJs

Lamp

~

The publication of two major
articles compelled us to omit the
Survey of Books for the present
month. Since the publication of
important books drops somewhat
during the summer months, this
omission is at least partially in order. The department will be resumed in the October issue.
~

A sharp reproof to our careless
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Our book reviewers this month are
an unusually representative group.
Their reviews are
worth particularly
careful attention. E. G. Steger
(Not Peace But a Sword) is Secretary of the Community Council,
St. Louis, Missouri; W. E. Bauer
(America in Midpassage) is Associate Professor of History, Valparaiso University, Valparaiso, Indiana; and Arnold H. Grumm
(Designs in Scarlet) is Pastor of
Grace Church, Fargo, orth Dakota.

FORTHCOMING ISSUES

I. In "Notes and Comment" the editors will continue
their brief comments on the world of public affairs and
modern thought.
II. Major articles during the coming months will mclude:
AM ERICAN CO LUM IST

THE AMERICAN SCENE
THE D ETECTIVE STORY

III.

In future issues the editors will review, among
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